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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Traffic Management: From Practical Stochastic Path Planning to
Reinforcement learning Based City-Wide Traffic Optimization
by
Kamilia Ahmadi, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2021
Major Professor: Vicki H. Allan, Ph.D.
Department: Computer Science
This research focuses on two main areas of intelligent traffic management: a) stochastic
path planning and b) city-wide traffic optimization. Stochastic path planning copes with
the uncertainty of road traffic conditions by stochastic modeling of travel delay on road
networks and helps individuals pursue specific goals and avoid congested areas. Next, we
expand the model to make it applicable to city scale by utilizing pre-computation and
approximation. The city graph is partitioned to smaller groups of nodes and each group
is represented by its exemplar. For path planning queries, source and destination pair are
connected to the respective exemplars corresponding to the travel direction and the path
between those exemplars is found. Approximation provides paths with mean and variance
which are not exact but clearly close to that exact paths, while the solution is space and
time efficient.
City-wide traffic management focuses on optimizing traffic through structural changes
of the city graph such as modifying lane direction, ramp metering, speed limits, and signal
timings on road segments. Under these assumptions, we propose a multi agent reinforcement
learning (RL) framework which the goal of RL agents is to interact with the environment
to learn the optimal modification for each road segment with the goal of maximizing the
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cumulative reward over the set of possible actions in the state space. Our proposed method
has two level learning. In the first level, a single agent is the only modifier of the traffic
system so it directly learns an initial policy. In the next level, we have multiple agents
changing the environment at the same time, each based on the initial policy learned in
the previous step while updating their policy based on the interaction with the dynamic
environment and in agreement with other agents.
(126 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Intelligent Traffic Management: From Practical Stochastic Path Planning to
Reinforcement learning Based City-Wide Traffic Optimization
Kamilia Ahmadi
This research focuses on intelligent traffic management including stochastic path planning
and city scale traffic optimization. Stochastic path planning focuses on finding paths when
edge weights are not fixed and change depending on the time of day/week. Then we focus on minimizing the running time of the overall procedure at query time utilizing precomputation and approximation. The city graph is partitioned into smaller groups of nodes
and represented by its exemplar. In query time, source and destination pairs are connected
to their respective exemplars and the path between those exemplars is found. After this,
we move toward minimizing the city wide traffic congestion by making structural changes
include changing the number of lanes, using ramp metering, varying speed limit, and modifying signal timing is possible. We propose a multi agent reinforcement learning (RL)
framework for improving traffic flow in city networks. Our framework utilizes two level
learning: a) each single agent learns the initial policy and b) multiple agents (changing
the environment at the same time) update their policy based on the interaction with the
dynamic environment and in agreement with other agents. The goal of RL agents is to interact with the environment to learn the optimal modification for each road segment through
maximizing the cumulative reward over the set of possible actions in state space.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Intelligent agents can be used in simulation of real-world domain applications. A
simulation is an imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system. Simulation has
the following advantages: a) one can study the behavior of a system without building it, b)
results are accurate in comparison to analytical model, c) can find unexpected phenomenon
and the behavior of the system, d) easy to perform ”What-If” analysis and e) experiments
on a real system may be impossible or impractical, often because of cost or time. Hence,
multi-agent systems with the power of mimicking the intelligence of interacting humans are a
suitable paradigm to facilitate the experimentation in a real world domain. In this research,
we utilize the capability of multi-agent systems in order to propose models for intelligent
traffic management. Also we want to assess how effective our proposed algorithms work in
a real world domain setting [2].
A recent survey [3] estimates that the annual nationwide cost of traffic congestion is
78 billion, including 4.2 billion hours in lost time and 2.9 billion gallons in wasted fuel. In
modeling a city scale graph, congestion changes throughout the day which results in having
uncertain costs on the road segments [4–8]. Congestion is affected both by the total traffic
and by the path selection of drivers in the network. In addition, there are many factors
that affect the congestion pattern such as road conditions, drivers’ path choice, time of the
day, weather conditions, and events throughout the city [4, 6, 9–11].
One aspect of an intelligent traffic management system is to enable users to make more
coordinated, efficient, and smarter decisions through a path planning paradigm. Our path
planning framework defines edge weights based on the mean and variance of travel time on
them and edge weights change depending on the time of day/week. Such path planning
system is a useful addition to on-board navigation systems to provide the paths that meet
desired travel goals. It is also a worthwhile addition to Web-based mapping services. The
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other aspect of traffic management is to improve the traffic flow and reduce the traffic load
on highly congested areas by minimizing overall city congestion. Recently, more attention
has been paid to leveraging operational techniques in traffic management like widening
roads, variable speed limits, and modifying signal timing [12–20]. Our traffic optimization
framework focuses on making structural changes to the city graph such as dynamically
changing the direction of lanes, ramp metering, modifying the speed limits, and modifying
the signal timing in order to manage the traffic in congested areas. Reducing congestion
throughout the city has the benefits of decreased pollution, fewer accidents, less wasted
time, and less fuel costs ( [6, 8, 21–23].
The main questions we want to address in this research are as follow:
• In the stochastic domain, where edge weights are not fixed and they stochastically changing during the day, can we propose a path planning algorithm that models different
agents’ goals and satisfies their desired characteristics? How is the proposed path
planning algorithm impacted by agents’ goals?
• In the domain that the primary goal of agents is to pick the path with minimum cost,
how do we realistically model paths’ costs in order to mimic the real world domain
path planning?
• How can we make the proposed path planning algorithm applicable to real world domains where there are thousands of path planning requests at the same time and the
characteristics of the domain is changing over time?
• In the case of a futuristic smart city that is making structural changes to the city graph,
what are the set of changes that can efficiently reduce the overall traffic?
• Is it possible to learn the structural changes dynamically and have trained agents that
can make decision dynamically to reduce overall traffic?
A scalable path planning framework finds a path from a specific origin to a destination
over a network of road segments. Path planning algorithms use the road segment costs in
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order to come up with the best path. If the road segments’ costs are fixed, planning the
best path through the network is a well understood task via algorithms like Dijkstra and
A* algorithms [24, 25]. However, in real world navigation problems, depending on the level
of congestion on the road segments, the cost associated with the legs of the trip changes
over time. The challenge is to find the best paths under uncertainty and the constraints of
a real-world domain. The definition of best path differs based on the goal of the agents.
For finding the best path, queries have an origin, a destination and the desired arrival time
(deadline) along with the agents’ goals. Inspired by time-dependent traffic situation, we
parameterize travel time distributions by time, which allows us to speak of time-dependent
path costs and study the problems of reaching a goal by a deadline and delaying departure
to minimize traversal-to-goal time. The best path is the path with lowest cost, and the cost
is mainly based on travel time which depends on the level of congestion at different times
of the day/week. For modelling cost functions, we consider three possible cost functions
(linear, exponential, and step cost functions) in order to model the main classes of realistic
goals, but any cost function can be incorporated in the model. Since the graph is large,
optimizing for lowest cost on all possible paths between any source destination pairs is
not feasible. Therefore, we propose a pruning technique to shrink the search domain. For
finding the candidate paths between nodes pair of nodes, we start from first node and
explore the successor nodes (expanding) until we reach the second node. When exploring
each node, the heuristic estimates a path from that node to destination and if the expected
estimated arrival time when using the heuristic path is greater than the provided deadline,
the node is not expanded (pruned). We continue this process until we find the candidate
paths between a source and a destination. Then candidate paths are passed to the path
selection part which picks the path with minimum cost which satisfies agents’ goals.
We build on the top of proposed path planning framework and make it practical to be
used in large scale path planning applications. For expediting the path planning process, the
city is partitioned, and each part is represented with an exemplar location. The exemplar
of each partition is decided based on random walk centrality concept which tries to find the
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center of a partition based on the expected length of a random walk. Two approaches have
been used for partitioning the city graph: 1) community detection, and 2) graph clustering.
In response to a path planning request, source and destination nodes are connected to their
nearest exemplars (with respect to the path direction) and the path between exemplars
is retrieved. The paths between exemplars are stored in distance oracles based on the
preceding year data at the time of update. The oracles are updated every week to reflect
the recent changes in the network. Approximation provides paths with mean and variance
which are not exact but clearly close to the exact paths, while the solution is space and
time efficient.
City-wide traffic optimization focuses on optimizing the traffic congestion on the whole
city network through a smart city paradigm. A smart city provides the capability of modifying the structure of the city graph and gathering information from the sensors to learn
the best possible modification for each condition of the traffic. These changes include modifying lane direction, ramp metering, speed limits, and signal timings on road segments.
For this reason, we propose a multi agent reinforcement learning system (RL Agents) that
finds the best structural changes based on multiple dynamic factors such as current traffic
condition, dependent road segment structures, and recent structural modifications. These
structural changes not only impact the flow in both directions of the road segment but also
the flow at surrounding road segments. Therefore, we need to consider the impact of structural changes not only on each road segment, but also on dependent road segments and the
whole network. RL agents interact with the environment in the training phase and learn
the optimal modification for each road segment considering the current road segment and
the impact on the dependent segments. We proposed the process of learning the optimal
policy as a two step process. In the first step, a single agent is the only modifier of the
traffic system so it directly learns the initial policy. In the second step, there are multiple
agents changing the environment, each based on the initial policy learned in the previous
step while still updating their policy. The goal of RL agents is to maximize the cumulative
reward over the set of possible actions in state space. First step is critical to reduce the
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noise in the reward system and be able to converge to a stable policy. Then, in the second
step, the agents update their policy to take into account the indirect interaction with the
other agents.
The following chapters are published or submitted articles.
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CHAPTER 2
Congestion-Aware Stochastic Path Planning and Its Applications in Real World
Navigation
2.1

Abstract
One1 of the main applications of path finding is in real world vehicle navigation. Most

of the algorithms use edge weights in order to select the best path for navigation from an
origin point to a specific target. This research focuses on the case where the edge weights
are not fixed. Depending on the time of day/week, edge weights may change due to the
congestion through the network. The best path is the path with minimum expected cost.
The interpretation of best path depends on the point of view of car drivers. We model two
different goals: 1) drivers who look for the path with the highest probability of reaching the
destination before the deadline and 2) the drivers who look for the best time slot to leave
in order to have a smallest travel time while they meet the deadline. Both of the goals are
modelled based on the cost of the path which is highly dependent on the level of congestion
in the network. Minimizing the paths’ cost helps in reducing traffic in the city, alleviates air
pollution, and reduces fuel consumption. Findings show that using our proposed intelligent
path planning algorithm which satisfies users’ goals and picks the least congested path is
more cost efficient than picking the shortest-length path. Also, we show how agents’ goals
and selection of cost function impacts paths’ choice.
2.2

Introduction
Path planning finds a path from a specific origin to a destination over a network of road

segments. Path planning algorithms use the road segment costs (travel time, distance, and
1The

first version of this work is presented and published in proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and Computational Intelligence (CSCI 2017). DOI: 10.1109/CSCI.2017.22
The current version (extended) is presented and published in proceeding of 13th International Conference
of Agents and Artificial Intelligence (ICAART 2021) DOI:10.5220/0010267009470956
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congestion) in order to come up with the best path. If the road segments’ costs are fixed,
finding the best path through the network is a well understood task. Many algorithms have
been proposed either to find a shortest length path between nodes of a graph or to find the
optimized path by considering fixed edge weights like Dijkstra and A* algorithms [21,24,25].
However, in real world navigation problems, it is more complex to find a best path for
routing.

Depending on the level of congestion on the road segments, the cost associated

with the legs of the trip changes over time. Also, it is not feasible to use an adaptive
algorithm due to the urgency in having a quick response to the queries and hesitancy of
drivers to change their route frequently.
In modeling a city scale graph, congestion changes throughout the day which results
in having uncertain costs on the road segments [6, 8, 26, 27]. Congestion is highly affected
by the path selection of drivers in the network. In addition, patterns of the congestion on
the road segments of a city graph are not always predictable. There are many factors that
affect the congestion pattern such as road conditions, drivers’ path choice, time of the day,
weather conditions, and events throughout the city [4, 6, 10, 11, 23, 27].
We consider expected travel time on the road segments as the cost of that segment. The
variability of congestion level on road segments implies that the real world navigation is a
problem of finding a path through a stochastic network. One prominent step toward having
a minimum cost path through a stochastic network is to understand traffic conditions and
use them for planning drivers’ paths. Being able to minimize the paths costs, ultimately
results in reducing the city scale congestion by picking less congested paths. Reducing
congestion throughout the city has the benefits of decreased pollution, fewer accidents, less
wasted time, and less fuel costs [6, 8, 21–23, 28].
This paper focuses on path planning over a stochastic network which is a graph of a
city. The challenge is to find the best paths under uncertainty and the constraints of real
world domain. Agents are car drivers which can pursue different goals: First, the ones
who are not willing to take risk and look for the path with highest probability of reaching
destination before a desired arrival time, even if it may take them longer. Secondly, the
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agents who are open to take a riskier decision if it helps them in having the smallest en-route
time. These agents are flexible in leaving anytime while they still need to make the trip.
To make it clearer, one good example of these kind of agents’ goals is in the context of a
package delivery system. For example, suppose that we guarantee the delivery of a package
by 4 PM, otherwise the customer doesn’t accept the delivery and we lose the shipping costs.
In that case, we are interested in picking a path that has the highest chance of reaching
destination before the deadline to avoid losing the shipping cost. The other possible case
is delivering perishable products. For example, if we promised the delivery of perishable
products before 6 PM to the customers, we are interested to pick a path that has the
smallest en-route time due to the nature of our package. In this case, we are flexible in
leaving anytime, but we do need to have the smallest en-route path while still making the
destination before 6 PM.
As mentioned earlier, the definition of best path differs based on the goal of the agents.
For finding the best path, queries have an origin, a destination and the desired arrival time
(deadline) along with the agents’ goals. Then, intelligent path planner finds the least cost
path corresponding to the path finding queries and send it to the agents.
2.3

Previous Work
Miller-Hooks and Mahmassani [29] consider travel costs as edge weights of a navigation

graph in their model. Costs depend on travel times, and their goal is to find the least
expected travel time path by setting each arc’s weight to its expected value for peak and nonpeak time of the day. Then they solve an equivalent deterministic problem. This model
considers some extent of uncertainty in path finding. However, there has been little work on
decision theoretic models which directly consider uncertainty, congestion awareness and time
dependency of edge weights and which find the optimal path on the basis of the
distributional information of the stochastic edge weights.
Fan, Kalaba and Moore [22] consider a special monotone increasing cost based on
the probability of arriving late and suggests that the Gamma distribution is natural for
modelling stochastic edge travel times. The probability calculation requires computing a
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continuous-time convolution product. Therefore, it makes the path finding a computationally expensive and time consuming task.
Niknami et al [4], present an efficient technique for computing the route that maximizes
the probability of on-time arrival in stochastic networks. Their method uses a heuristic for
the optimal path that chooses the direction at every intersection based on the current state.
The solution for this problem can be obtained by evaluating zero-delay convolution on the
path probability and expected travel time. They made three major assumptions that travel
time distributions are 1) time invariant, (2) exogenous (not impacted by individuals routing
choices), and (3) independent. These assumptions make it not desirable for us as we look for
a model that considers changing the edge weights through the day and the routes’ choices
are affected by other driver’s decision as it is the major source of congestion on stochastic
networks.
Zhiguang [30], proposed the Probability Tail model based on stochastic shortest path
problem to find the most reliable path. They formulated the problem as a cardinality
minimization problem by directly utilizing travel time data on each road link. Then, the
minimization problem is approximately solved via relaxing the cardinality by L1-norm and
its variants, and formulating it as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem.
Their model uses a data driven approach for path finding and assumes that the traffic
pattern on the edge links are invariant. For extracting the edge weights, it uses travel time
samples on each arc as input and adopts some random distributions to generate the weights.
As the result, this model doesn’t consider traffic patterns for different times of a day.
Some stochastic path planning methods utilize pruning techniques in order to shrink the
path finding search region. Some of the famous ones are ’reach’ and ’arc-flags’. Lots of other
pruning techniques are based on either reach or arc-flag. In reach-based pruning [31, 32], a
node is expanded if it lie on a shortest path that extends a long distance in both directions
from the vertex. The idea of pruning in arc-flag [33] is to divide the graph into a set of
regions.

Then, each edge has an associated vector of Booleans with one value for each

region where each Boolean is true if the edge is used by at least one path ending in the
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corresponding region. Then any edge without the Boolean corresponding to the region that
the destination belongs to is pruned from the graph. One of the major limitations of both
mentioned methods is the long time takes to reflect any possible changes of the network
due to the vast amount of computation.
Lim [6] proposes stochastic path finding where edge weights are represented as linear
combination of mean and variance of travel time (mean+ λ * variance) controlled by a
λ parameter. They used GPS traces of roughly 500 million anonymized GPS points to
model the city graph. Then, extracted GPS traces from individual vehicles and, using map
matching techniques, they build the city graph. In their model, the key property is the fact
that the optimal path occurs among the extreme points of the convex hull containing all
the path points. The λ is used to prune the search regions and selects only a small number
of λ values. Then best path is found by Dijkstra [24] based on minimizing the cost function
of two modelled goals: 1) maximizing the probability of reaching a destination before a
deadline and 2) identifying the latest departure guaranteeing arrival before the deadline.
2.3.1

Contribution of This Work

Firstly, in this research, we used Open Street Map (OSM) data for modelling the city
graph [34]. OSM data is an open source collaborative map and is widely accessible to model
any city of interest.
Secondly, in our model, we consider travel costs in intervals of 10 minutes for each day
of a week in order to extract the typical mean and variance on that edge for the specific time
slots. Means and variance of each edge, does not need to be combined and they present
the variation in any given point of day/time. Time steps are as short as 10 minutes to
reflect the changes throughout the day accurately. Considering different days of a week is
also important because the traffic pattern of Monday 8 : 00 AM is different from Saturday
8 : 00 AM. In our model, mean and variance of edge e at 3 : 25 PM of Monday is the
mean and variance of travel time on edge e for all Mondays of a year in the time segment
of [3 : 20, 3 : 30]. In this way, we model the behavior of traffic flow more realistically.
Also, we study three options of cost functions to have an understanding of main classes
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of cost modelling: 1) linear cost function in which the cost of the path linearly increases by
travel time, 2) exponential cost function which represents the case where the cost rapidly
increases by travel time and 3) step cost where there is no cost if the user arrives before the
deadline while the paths that arrive after the deadline are penalized.
In addition, our path finding has two main steps: a) pruning search region to select
few paths among all possible paths, and b) finding optimal path from the selected ones in
step a. In pruning phase, a node is expanded if expected mean of the travel time of the
approximate path through the node is less then the user’s deadline. (The process explained
in 3.4.7). This pruning technique which is easily adaptable to the changes of network, helps
in reducing the search region and hence makes the path finding process applicable to real
world domain. As in city graphs, because of interconnected nature of the graph, there are
large number of paths to be considered between any source and destination.
The last contribution of this paper focuses on agents’ goals. First group of agents are
looking for the path that maximizes the probability of reaching a destination before the
deadline. Second group, look for the best departure time slot in order to have the least
travel time and arrive at the destination before deadline, these agents are interested to take
riskier decision if it provides them shorter en-route time.
2.4

Model Description

2.4.1

City

The city is modelled as a directed graph consisting a set of vertices, V , which represent
road intersections and edges, E, that represent road segments between vertices as shown in
Equation 3.1.
E ⊂ V2

(2.1)

We consider the city graph to be planar (i.e., edges intersect only at their end points).
If we consider the number of nodes in the planar graph as n and the number of edges as
m, the relationship between them is m << n2 [6, 26, 35]. Associated with each edge of
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the graph is a travel cost used as the edge weight in our directed graph. We use expected
travel time as the cost of an edge. Edge costs are not fixed, and they are represented by an
expected travel time random variable. The travel time random variable, W , is represented
as a tuple of mean and variance of the delay on that edge at the specific travel time interval
shown in Equation 2.2.

Wedge(t) = (medge(t), vedge(t))

(2.2)

We compute time segments in the intervals of 10 minutes for each day of a week. For
finding the mean and variance of each edge in time segments of a week, we summarized
yearlong traffic data based on 10 minutes time segments for each day of a week. The target
city in this model is Salt Lake City, Utah, and we use monitored traffic data from Utah
Department of Transportation (UDOT) [36] to extract edge weights of the city graph.
Travel time of each edge is an independent Gaussian random variable [6, 10, 11, 22, 26,
28,37]. Since the sum of independent Gaussian random variables is also a Gaussian random
variable, the travel time for the whole path is also Gaussian (shown in Equation 2.3).
tpath ∼ Normal(mpath, vpath)

(2.3)

Stochastic dependency between adjacent edges can be considered by transforming the
graph in a way to add a new edge between two dependent edges with mean equals to 0 and
variance equals to covariance of the weights of two dependent edges. Note that correlation
of two consecutive edges is always positive as they have similar traffic directions. This new
edge captures the correlation between the two correlated distributions [6, 22, 26, 37]. We
consider edge weights to be independent from each other as the time dependent variance on
edges represents the dependency of the congestion on adjacent edges [4, 6, 10, 11, 26, 38, 39].
For example, suppose that edge e takes 30 percent longer than when congestion free in a
specific time slot, an adjoining edge is likely to take 30 percent longer than when congestion
free in the same time slot. Then for the specific edge and its adjoining edge, the variance
reflects all of these changes throughout different time slots of the day.
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The mean of a path is the sum of the means of all edges included in the path (Equation 2.4).

mpath(t) =

me(t + δ)

(2.4)

e∈path

Variance of the path is the sum of variance values of all edges included in the path from
an origin O to destination D (Equation 3.7) [6, 21, 26, 38, 39]. If we consider each edge as
an independent random variable, then the sum of variances is derived from (Equation 2.5).
Since we assume edge weights are independent from each other, then cov(Xi, Xj)=0 for
i ̸= j and Equation 2.6 is the result. Based on Equation 2.6, the variance of a path is the
sum of variance of all edges included in the path shown in Equation 2.7.
n

n

n

var(
i=

n

Xi]2) − [E(

Xi) = E([

var(
i=

n

i=

n

Xi) =

n

cov(Xi, Xj) =
i=1 j=1

i=

(2.5)
n

cov(Xi, Xj) =
i=

vpath(t) =

Xi)]2

ve(t + δ)

var(Xi)

(2.6)

i=

(2.7)

v∈pat
h

While we could use the mean and variance of a path, using the sum of means and
variances of its constituent parts yields the same results. Computing mean and variance of
a path based on its including edges helps in storing less data for the whole city, because
each edge might be used in multiple paths. For finding the mean and variance of a path,
a sliding time window has been considered. A sliding time window implies that the cost of
each edge in the path depends on the amount of time that took to reach it, not just the
initial departure time. For example each me(t) is actually me(t + δ) in which delta is the
estimated arrival time from source node to edge e.
2.4.2

Open Street Map Data

For building the city graph, we used Open Street Map data [34]. Open Street Map
is a collaborative open source project which creates a free editable map that can be used
widely. Open Street Map represents physical entities on the ground like buildings, roads,
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intersections, bridges and so on. It uses the basic data structure of entities and tags for
describing the characteristics of that entity. The data structure includes nodes, ways, and
relations. A node is a single point in space defined by its latitude, longitude, and node id.
A way is a list of nodes used to represent linear features such as a series of roads. A relation
is a multi-purpose data structure that relates two or more data elements like a route, turn
restriction, traffic signal or an area. Entities in Open Street Map have tags which specify
the characteristics of the entity. Each tag describes a geographic attribute of the feature
of the specific node, way or relation. Most features can be described using only a small
number of tags, such as a path with a classification tag such as highway or foot way.
2.4.3

Agents

We consider drivers as agents. Agents get suggested directions from a central path
planner by entering source, destination, deadline and their goal. Definition of best path
may be different from the point of view of one agent to another. Having the origin (O),
target (T ), and deadline (D), here are the two main questions that clarifies agents’ goals in
this model.
• What is the path with the maximum probability of reaching destination before the deadline? (the most secure path, hence might be longer)
• What is the best time to leave in order to have the smallest travel time and reach the
target before the deadline? (riskier decision, while getting smallest travel time path)
2.4.4

Pruning Heuristic in Path Finding

In a city scale graph with interconnected nodes, there are many possible paths between a
source node (S) to a destination node (D). Considering all of those paths is computationally
intractable and lots of them are not aligned with the query’s deadline and goal. Thus, we
need to prune the search region in order to consider the paths with the closest characteristics
to the desired path. For finding the candidate paths between a source (S) to a destination
(D), we start from S and explore the successor nodes (expanding) until we reach D. When
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exploring each node, the heuristic estimates a path from that node to destination and if the
expected estimated arrival time when using the heuristic path is greater than the provided
deadline, the node is not expanded (pruned).
The path from source to destination through node N is the combination of the path
from source to the node (PSN ) and the approximate shortest-length path from the node
to destination (PND). For each node in expansion phase, PSN is known from the history
of previous expansion steps. For finding PND, we consider an approximate shortest-length
path from that node to destination as finding the actual shortest-length path from N to
destination is also computationally intractable due to the large branching factor in each
step of the city scale graph.

Fig. 2.1: PSN is the part of the path from source to node N and it is retrieved from the
history of previous expansion steps. PND is the approximate shortest-length path from
node N to destination. If the summation of mean of PSN and PND is greater than the
provided deadline, node N is not getting expanded.

For approximating the PND, we use grid-based city partitioning.

We partition the

city based on a simple gird of 10 ∗ 15 to have 150 partitions. 150 partitions has been
selected based on the shape of Salt Lake City. Each partition includes a set of nodes and
it is represented by its centroid. Centorid of each partition is one of the main nodes in
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the center of the partition. Figure 2.2 shows the grid of Salt Lake City along with the
distribution of nodes in each partition.

Fig. 2.2: Left: Distribution of main nodes in each partition. We have the total of 150
partitions. Right: Visualization of partitions on Salt Lake City. Each color represents one
partition.

Approximate shortest-length path (PND) is found by using A* algorithm on centroids,
i.e. instead of considering all the nodes from N to D, only centroids are considered. In
each step of A*, the next centroid is picked based on the smallest g(n) + h(n) value, where
g(n) is the shortest-length path from current centroid to the neighboring centroid and
h(n) is the direct path from the neighboring centroid to the destination. Shortest-length
paths between adjacent centroids are pre-computed and they are retrieved to build the
approximate shortest-length path.
As it can be seen from Figure 2.2, Salt Lake City has 150 partitions, therefore, precomputing and storing the shortest-length paths between the adjacent centroids is not a
complex task. Also pre-computation of shortest-length path between centroids is a one time
task as the shortest-length path between centroids doesn’t change over time.
After finding the approximate shortest-length path, expected mean of travel time for
both PSN ) and PND are found considering the query time and if the summation of their
means is greater than the provided deadline, the node is not expanded. This heuristic helps
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Fig. 2.3: Finding an approximate shortest-length path from N to destination using A∗
algorithm through centroids.
us to prune the path finding search region. Using this heuristic, we find the potential paths
which have the mean of the path in the reasonable range aligned with provided deadline.
As mentioned earlier, edge weights are represented based on mean and variance of the
traffic flow on that edge at the query time. Also, each path is the finite sequence of edges.
Therefore, paths from a specific source (C) to a destination (D) are presented as nodes
(mp,vp) in the mean-variance plane (Figure 2.4).
In the mean-variance plane, the horizontal axis represents the mean and the vertical
axis represents the variance. Each small rectangle represents one of the candidate paths for
a specific source, destination pair.
Paths may vary from the one with highest variance and lowest mean (marked as b) to
a path with highest mean and lowest variance (marked as a)in the mean variance domain
shown in Figure 2.4. Paths are in a convex hull and the best path is somewhere in the
convex hull between the extreme points. Convexity certifies that in the search region, there
can be only one optimal solution which is globally optimal [4,6,26]. Then based on the cost
function and agent’s goal, one of these paths is selected as the best path which we explain
in further sections.
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Fig. 2.4: Paths from a specific origin (O) to a target (T ) are presented as nodes (mp,vp) in
the mean-variance plane.
2.4.5

Cost Function

As explained before, there may be more than one path between two nodes and each
path has specific characteristics (paths are found based on 3.4.7). The main objective is to
find a path with minimum expected cost when agents have more than one option. In order
to minimize the paths’ expected cost, we need to have a function which models each path’s
cost Cost(t) along with the probability of arriving by that time fpath(t). Expected cost of
a path is found using Equation 2.8.
ExpectedCost(t) = cost(t) ∗ fpath(t)

(2.8)

For modelling paths’ cost Cost(t), we studied three main classes of cost functions: a)
linear, b) exponential, and c) step cost function and we discuss the characteristics of each
one in the subsequent sections. Obviously, modelling paths’ cost is not limited to the cost
functions we discuss here and any cost function can be applied either by combining linear,
exponential, and step function or by directly putting Cost(t) in Equation 2.8.
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For finding the probability of each path fpath(t), we considered travel time on edges
as a continuous random variable which follows a normal distribution [6, 11, 22, 40]. The
Probability Density Function (PDF) is used [41] to define the probability of travel time
random variable at each specific time (described in Equation 2.9). The Probability Density
Function is normally used to specify the probability of the continuous random variable
falling within a particular range of values [41, 42].

fpath(t|mpath, vpath) =
✓
2πv

1
path

e

− (t−mpath)

2

2vpath

(2.9)

Linear Cost Function
In the linear cost function model, the cost of the path increases linearly by travel time
(Equation 2.10). The longer the travel time (t), the more expensive the path is. In this
model, agents provide the origin and destination of their trip, and the goal is finding a path
with minimum cost. The expected cost is calculated using Equation 2.11. The amount for
fpath (tpath ) comes from Equation 2.9 which is PDF of travel time random variable (t).

cost(t) = t
ExpectedCost(t) = cost(t) ∗ fpath(tpath|mpath, vpath)
=

(2.10)

tfpath(t)dt = mpath

−
-∞+∞

Therefore, if we model cost as linear, expected cost of the paths are equal to average
travel time of those paths. In that case, neither deadline and nor agent’s goal plays a role
here. All matter is mean of the path. It even removes the effect of variance of travel time
of paths.
Exponential Cost Function
Exponential cost function refers to the case where the cost of a path increases rapidly
by travel time. Equation 2.12 shows the exponential cost model based on travel time (t),
and Equation 2.13 is used for calculating the expected cost. In Equation 2.12, k is the
steepness of the exponential cost increase.
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cost(t) = ek∗t

(2.12)

ExpectedCost(t) = cost(t) ∗ fpath(tpath|tpath|mpath, vpath)
=

- +∞
−∞

ek∗tfpath(t)dt = ek(mpath+

vpath
2

)

(2.13)

Based on the result of Equation 2.13, minimizing the expected cost depends on minimizing the linear combination of mean and variance in accordance with cost steepness
parameter k.
Even though modelling cost as exponential considers the effect of variance in path
planning, hence it always picks the path with minimum mpath, vpath at query time and
other parameters such as deadline and agents’ goals are not in the picture of decision
making.
Step Cost Function
Another way of modeling the cost function is to penalize the paths which reach the
destination after the deadline. In this case, a step function is used to model the cost
(Equation 2.14). In Equation 2.14, u represents a step function [41], d stands for the
desired arrival time, and t is travel time random variable which is shown in Equation 2.15.
Then expected cost of each path is calculated using a step function and the probability of
reaching deadline using Equation 2.16.
cost(t, d) = u(t − d)

1 if

u(t −d) =
0 if

(2.14)

t>d

(2.15)

t<d

ExpectedCost(t) = cost(t, d) ∗ fpath(tpath|mpath, vpath)
=

- +∞
−∞

u(t − d)fpath(t)dt

(2.16)

Since the step function does not consider any penalty if the agent reaches the destination
before deadline, the cost in the interval of [−∞, d] is zero and Equation 2.16 is re-written as
Equation 2.17. Equation 2.17 is equal to Cumulative Density Function (CDF ) of Standard
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Normal Distribution [41, 42]. Based on Equation 2.17, when there is a set of paths from
a specific origin to a destination the path with minimum expected cost is the path that
maximizes Equation 2.18.

ExpectedCost(t) =

- +∞
d

Φ(path) =
mpath

d −mp
fpath(t)dt = 1 −Φ( √
)
v

(2.17)

p

deadline −
√
vpath

(2.18)

In the step cost model, mpath and vpath are not linearly related to each other. In order
to select the best path, we need to consider deadline, users’ goals and query time in the
objective function as shown in Equation 2.18.
2.4.6

Modelling Agents’ goals

As mentioned in 2.4.3, two agents’ goals have been considered in this work and per the
discussion in 2.4.5, if we model agents’ cost as linear and exponential, agents’ goals are not
considered in expected cost minimization. Therefore, we focus on step cost function as one
of the possible cost functions to study the agents’ goals.
Highest Probability Path
If we model the cost as step function and expected cost as Equation 2.17, in order
to minimize the expected cost we need to maximize Equation 2.18 which is equal to the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF ) of Standard Normal Distribution [42]. CDF
generates a probability of the random variable (travel time in this case) when distribution
is normal to be less than a specific value which is d (deadline) here. Then the user’s goal is
to select a path that maximizes Equation 2.18 which is the path with highest probability
of reaching the destination before deadline [4, 6, 30]. For finding the best path, we need to
consider the set of candidate paths from origin (O) to destination (D) in the mean-variance
domain based on the approach explained in 2.4.4 in order to select the path which maximizes
Equation 2.18.
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Smallest Travel Time
In this model, cost function is modelled as the step cost. Then having the desired
arrival time τ 2, the possible departure time τ 1, and the probability of making the trip
before τ 2, we are looking for the specific time tG for departure which results in the smallest
travel time. Therefore, the departure time is not fixed and it is a specific time tG bounded
in the interval of [τ 1, τ 2]. For simplicity of referral, we call [τ 1, τ 2] interval as the trip
interval.
For this model, we modify the deadline variable in Equation 2.18 as the difference of
desired arrival time and departure time which is equal to travel duration and rewrite it in
the objective function for this model as shown in Equation 2.19. The goal is to minimize
the travel duration if departure time is in [τ 1, τ 2]. In Equation 2.19, ϕ is the argument
of the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF ) that makes the CDF equal to the given
probability of making the trip before τ 2 and it is fixed here.

desired arrival time − departure time = mpath + Φ(path) ∗
if

√
vpath

departure time ⊂ [τ 1, τ 2] (2.19)

For finding the best departure time, first we find the latest possible time (τL) that
the agent can reach destination before deadline. Then we divide the interval of [τ 1, τL]
to sub-intervals in accordance with weekly 10 minute time segments. As we mentioned
earlier, mean and variance of the edges vary from one time segment to another. For each
time segment in trip interval [τ 1, τL], we select the path that minimizes the Equation 2.19
for that time segment. Afterward, we pick the time segment which has the minimum cost
path in comparison to other time segments. This ultimately results in having the path in a
specific time segment which has the smallest travel time. Here is the summary of the work
need to be done for this scenario.
• Find the latest time (τL) that agent can arrives destination before deadline
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• Divide trip interval [τ 1, τL] to sub-intervals of [t1, t2, t3, t4, t5, . . . , tn] in accordance
with time segment definition.
• For each of the sub-intervals k which is [t(k−1), tk]:
− Find the paths from an origin (O) to destination (D) in a case that if they
starttheir trip in [t(k−1), tk], they can make the trip before deadline.
− From the set of paths found in last step, select the one which minimizes the
expectedcost of the objective function described in Equation 2.19.
• Now for each time segment k we have one path which is the best for that time segment.
Then, select the interval which has the path with minimum travel time.
2.5

Experiments and Results

2.5.1

Path Finding based on users’ goals

In this experiment, we study how agents’ goals in path finding affect the paths selection
in different times of the day. For this reason, we pick some source, destination pairs to show
the path finding effect. As mentioned in 2.4.2, nodes have latitude and longitude associated
to them and the distance between source and destination of sets are in the range of seven
to ten miles. Then we find possible candidate paths between each source and destination
based on 2.4.4. Two main user’s goals are modelled in picking the best path which are
the path with highest probability of reaching destination before deadline and the path with
smallest travel time using step cost function. Best path based on linear cost function and
exponential cost function are also shown for comparing different path finding options. As
mentioned in 2.4.5 (Linear) and 2.4.5 (Exponential), best path based on linear cost function
is the path with minimum mean and best path based on exponential cost function is the
path that minimizes the linear combination of mean of variance of the path.
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Highest Probability Path
Given the deadline (set as the expected amount of time after starting the trip) and
cost function to model the paths’ costs, in this experiment we aim to see the path selection
for each cost function (linear, exponential and step cost function).
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show the results of this experiment for three different time
slots of Friday and Tuesday for two sets of randomly picked nodes. Each circle represents
one of the possible paths between the source and destination. Considering the set of paths
between a specific source and destination, we want to find the highest probability path based
on the linear cost function, the exponential cost function, and step cost function. A red
triangle identifies the path with the least mean to satisfy the linear cost function criteria.
A green trapezoid is the best path based on exponential cost model which considers the
both mean and variance of the path. A black rectangle identifies the path with highest
probability and considers mean, variance and deadline.
The results of Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show that the characteristics of paths for the
same source and destination nodes changes in different times of the day. It indicates that
how traffic on the paths changes the characteristics of those paths during different times of
the day.
An interesting pattern in both Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 shows us that when we query
for best paths in rush hours, the difference between linear, exponential and highest probability path is large. While in non-rush hour times, these paths are closer to each other and
there is not a significant difference between them. This means that having a realistic cost
function model along with considering the deadline helps in finding better paths in rush
hour. In non-peak times, since traffic is low, paths are similar to each other and navigation
might not be that crucial. Having a good cost function modeling and a wise criteria of
picking the best path is crucial when paths are congested.
Another interesting point is the way different models pick the best path. Linear model
focuses on picking the path with minimum mean, while in some cases like Fig2.(a) the path
might have a high variance. Exponential model considers mean and variance but it does
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.5: Selected paths for different query times of Friday for Source node=83590367 and
Destination node=352876209 based on each cost function. Query times from left to right
the times are: a) 8:00, b) 15:00, and c) 18:10 PM. Deadline is set as 1200 seconds after start
time.
not consider the deadline. Therefore, in Figure 2.5.(a), Figure 2.6.(a), and Figure 2.6.(c)
the paths selected by exponential model all violate the deadline. Highest probability path,
pick the least risky path which makes the deadline without a high variance which is what
we are expecting.
Smallest Travel Time
In this experiment, we consider an agent who wants to have the smallest travel time
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.6: Selected paths for different query times of Tuesday for Source node=358207657
and Destination node=384734324 based on each cost function. Query times from left to
right the times are: a) 7:30, b) 11:40, and d) 17:45. Deadline is set as 1400 seconds
within a desired arrival interval. We determine the best time to start the trip and which
path yields the smallest travel time. Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8, show the results of this
experiment for three different time slots of Monday and Wednesday for two different sets
of nodes with all three mentioned cost functions. Each circle represents one of the paths
between the source and destination. In each figure, pink rectangle represents the path with
smallest travel time, green trapezoid is the best paths if cost function is exponential, and
red triangle is the best path based on linear cost function model.
Similar to the findings in the previous section, Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 shows that
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in rush hours selected paths for different models differ from each other significantly, while
in non-peak hours they are almost the same. It emphasizes the effect of congestion in
busy hours and how it can change the weights on edges of the graphs. As in the previous
experiment, the linear model picks the path with smallest mean, while that path might
have a high variance like Figure 2.7.(b). Exponential path does not consider deadline and
it may pick a path which does not make the trip within the desired arrival. Smallest travel
time path considers mean, variance, desired arrival time and probability which user likes
to consider in order to make the best decision in path finding. Desired probability for this
experiment is considered as 85 percent. This means that we are interested to find the paths
that have the smallest travel time and within the chance of 85 percent can make the trip
before deadline (85 percent is a number we picked to keep the experiments consistent here,
it can be any probability).
Another finding, indicates that smallest travel time path sometimes is a risky decision
as it has a high variance of reaching destination before deadline. For example, in Figure 2.7,
Figure 2.8 the smallest travel time path has the higher variance in comparison with the path
exponential path.
2.5.2

Compare paths with shortest-length path

In the realm of path planning, shortest-length path is always a practical option and for
most of the users, it is the primary choice for path finding between two points. Hence in our
context, it can be used as a baseline to see how our paths are different from the shortestlength path. In this experiment, we compare means and variances of shortest-length path
with highest probability path and smallest travel time path. The experiment has been
done for departure times of 17 : 20 on Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday for 10 different
sources and destinations in the range of [7, 10] mile (A to J) to compare the changes across
different days. The time is considered to be in the peak time, therefore it is a good case
for comparison as the traffic is high. For highest probability path deadline is considered as
1400 seconds (based on the average time takes to get from a source to destination with the
distance for 7 to 10 miles in rush hour) and probability for smallest travel time path is 85
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.7: Selected paths for different query times of Monday for Source node=2053542172
and Destination node=352883524. Query times from left to right are: a) 6:40, b) 8:10, and
d) 18:00. Desired arrival time is within the 1600 seconds after query time. Best time for
start the trip to have the smallest travel time is as follow: a) 6:40, b) 8:23, and c) 18:21.
percent.
As it can be seen from Figure 2.9, Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12 shortestlength paths have the higher mean in comparison with highest probability paths and smallest
travel time paths. This is obvious as shortest-length path mostly is the first choice of the
majority of drivers for reaching their destination regardless of how congested the path might
be. Therefore, it is more congested and has higher mean in comparison with other paths.
Another interesting finding is that the results show that in all of the cases smallest travel
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2.8: Selected paths for different query times of Wednesday for Source node=1218569178
and Destination node=2421320748. Query times from left to right are: a) 7:40, b) 11:10,
and d) 17:30. Desired arrival time is within the 2000 seconds after query time. Best time
for start the trip to have the smallest travel time is as follow: a) 8:01, b) 11:10, and c)
18:09.
time paths have shorter mean and larger variance in comparison with highest probability
paths. It is clear that highest probability path is the least risky path while smallest travel
time optimizes for the path with smallest travel time. We note that the smallest travel
time path might have high variance and ultimately have a high risk (sample use case of this
explained in 2.2).
After the above experiment, we repeat the experiment for the bigger sample size in a
different time slot and compare the highest probability, smallest travel time with shortest-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.9: Comparison of mean and variance of highest probability path, smallest travel
time path and shortest-length path in 17:20 PM of Tuesday for 10 different source and
destinations (A to J).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.10: Comparison of mean and variance of highest probability path, smallest travel
time path and shortest-length path in 17:20 PM of Wednesday for 10 different source and
destinations (A to J).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.11: Comparison of mean and variance of highest probability path, smallest travel time
path and shortest-length path in 17:20 PM of Friday for 10 different source and destinations
(A to J).
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length path. We considered 100 random pairs of source and destinations that are in the
distance of 10 to 12 miles in different areas of Salt Lake City. As we learned earlier, the
two main rush hours (morning and evening) have the similar pattern, thus we just pick
the morning rush hour. The result for each of the goals is averaged over all 100 pairs in
weekdays (Monday through Friday). Desired travel time for the pairs is considered as 2200
seconds (again based on the average time takes to get from a source to destination with
the distance for 10 to 12 miles in rush hour) and desired probability for this experiment is
considered as 85 percent. The following is the demonstration of means and variances for
each day of the week.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.12: Comparison of average mean and variance of highest probability path, smallest
travel time path and shortest-length path in 8:00 AM of Weekdays for 100 different source
and destinations.

As it can be seen from the graphs, we have the same pattern as the previous test.
Shortest-length path is not performing well as it just tries to pick the minimized length
path even if it is congested. Smallest travel time paths have less mean in comparison to
highest probability paths while they have higher variance which makes highest probability
paths more secure option but longer. Even though shortest-length paths have reasonable
variance, their high mean value makes them not a good option to pick.
2.6

Conclusion
This research represents path finding in the real world domain in which edge weights
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are not fixed but are stochastically affected by the time of the day/week. Stochastic edge
costs are considered as independent Gaussian random variables, whose distributions are
extracted from data monitored by the Utah Department of Transportation. Inspired by timedependent traffic situation, we parameterize these distributions by time, which allows us to
speak of time-dependent path costs and study the problems of reaching a goal by a deadline,
and delaying departure to minimise traversal-to-goal time. The best path is the path with
lowest cost. The cost is based on travel time which highly depends on the level of
congestion in the network and congestion highly related to the time of the day/week.
Three different cost functions (linear, exponential, and step cost function) are investigated.
The best path is the path with lowest cost with respect to agents goals. Since the graph is
interconnected, optimizing for lowest cost on all possible paths is not feasible, therefore, we
prune the search region to do cost minimization on the subsets of paths. In pruning phase,
for any node N to be expanded we consider an approximate path from source to destination
through node N and if the mean of that path is more than the provided deadline, we don’t
expand that node. Users can pursue two main goals: 1) picking the least risky path and
2) picking the smallest travel time along with awareness of when to start the trip. Results
show that in rush hour time when the congestion is high, using a smart/realistic method
of path finding is crucial while in non-peak hours paths are almost the same. In addition,
we demonstrate that a suitable path finding approach must consider different aspects such
as path’s mean, path’s variance and the deadline to provide optimal options. Removing
any of these factors may result in having a path which either violates the deadline or has
a very high variance. We compare the mean and variance of highest probability paths
and smallest travel time paths with shortest-length paths at the same query time. This
experiment proves that the shortest-length path is not always the best path due to the fact
that it is highly congested in rush hour times as it is traditionally the first choice of most
drivers. Highest probability path has less variance because it takes the most secure path,
while the smallest travel time has the lowest mean and might have a high variance.
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CHAPTER 3
Practical City Scale Stochastic Path Planning with Pre-Computation
3.1

Abstract
This work

1

prescribes a practical city scale path planning in the presence of traffic

delays. Edge weights are not fixed and are stochastically defined based on the mean and
variance of travel time on them. One main objective is to minimize the running time of the
overall procedure at query time, and hence the response time to the shortest-path queries
are crucial. Agents are car drivers who are moving from one point to another point at
different times of the day/night. Agents pursue two types of goal. The first group desires
the path with the highest probability of reaching their destination before their desired
arrival time. They look for the most secure route. The second group are the agents who are
open to take a riskier decision if it helps them in having the shortest en-route time. Precomputation and approximation has been used in order to scale the path planning process
and make it practical in city scale route planning. The city graph is partitioned to smaller
groups of nodes using community detection and clustering methods, and each partition is
represented by its exemplar. In query time, source and destination pairs are connected to
their respective exemplars and the path between those exemplars is found. Paths are stored
in distance oracles for different time slots of day/week in order to expedite the query time.
Distance oracles are updated weekly in order to capture the recent changes in traffic. The
proposed framework handles queries in real time while the approximate paths are 3 to 5
percent longer than exact paths.
1The first version of this work is presented and published in proceedings of 13th International Conference
of Agents and Artificial Intelligence (ICAART 2021) as a full paper. DOI: 10.5220/0010394104540463
The extended version has been submitted to the journal of Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence (LNAI),
Springer
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3.2

Introduction
When the volume of traffic is greater than the capacity of the streets congestion is likely

to happen. In the era of accelerated urbanization around the world, practical path planning
approaches considering the level of congestion are more critical than ever before [43, 44]. In
modeling city scale traffic, congestion changes throughout the day which results in having
uncertain travel time on the road segments [6, 7]. One of the main approaches is stochastic
path planning framework which city is modelled as a graph and the graph’s edge weights
are the mean and variance of the travel time on each edge during the given time interval.
Travel time is defined as a random variable as its value depends on the time of the day and
day of the week. Travel time variability is one of the most useful indicators to measure the
performance and reliability of a transportation systems [45].
In this work we adopted stochastic path planning framework and modelled agents as
car drivers which pursue different goals. Two types of agents have been modelled for a given
origin, destination pair: a) the agents that look for a path that maximizes the probability of
reaching the destination within a given deadline and b) the agents who look for the shortest
en-route time while the probability of making the deadline is at least a given threshold. A
path planner satisfies the agents’ goals by minimizing the path costs over the travel time
random variable toward the agents’ goals. Edge weights are defined as mean and variances
of travel time for each time slot. While the mean shows the average traffic on the edge,
variance reflects how far the values are spread out from their average value with respect to
all of the changes and uncertainties in network congestion. The data for extracting edge
weights is the historical traffic logged data of the preceding 12 months.
This paper focuses on a scalable algorithm for stochastic path planning under congestion. The main objective of this work is to minimize the query time in order to handle the
large number of requests in the real world domain. The approach uses a stochastic path
planning framework and improves the query time utilizing pruning, graph partitioning, preprocessing and approximation techniques. A key part is to find region-based partitions in
the city graph and represent each region with an exemplar. Instead of planning a path
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from a source node to the destination node, we connect each node to the closest exemplar
considering the direction to the destination and find a path between exemplars. This enables responding to path finding queries in real time with an approximate path instead of
an exact path. In the pre-processing phase, all of the paths from every pair of exemplars for
every time slot of each day of the week is stored by the distance oracles. An approximate
distance oracle is a data structure that efficiently answers path planning queries in graphs.
Therefore, in the query time, a source and destination are connected to their corresponding
exemplar, and the path from two exemplars is retrieved. Distance oracles are updated every
week with respect to the data of the preceding 12 months in order to reflect the recent traffic
pattern changes such as seasonality, events, and weather conditions on the congestion of
each edge.
3.3

Previous Work
Stochastic path planning in scale is challenging in real time due to the high volume

of queries and dynamic nature of traffic. Fan et al. [46] determine the optimal route by
selecting the best next direction at each junction using stochastic dynamic programming
problem. Their approach uses a standard successive approximation algorithm. The problem
is their algorithm has no finite bound on the maximum number of iterations to converge on
cyclic road networks.
Nie and Wu [47] proposed a framework which calculates the optimal a-priori path in
query time using a multi-criteria label-correcting algorithm by generating all non-dominated
paths based on the first-order stochastic dominance condition (FSD). The proposed algorithm provides an approximate solution in pseudo-polynomial time in the best case, but
since the number of FSD non-dominated paths grows exponentially with network size; the
run time of the solution is exponential in the worst-case.
Nikolova et. al. [26] presented a framework for reliable stochastic combinatorial optimization that includes mean-risk minimization and probability tail model. Their algorithm
is independent of the feasible set structure and uses solutions for the underlying linear
(deterministic) problems as oracles for solving the corresponding stochastic models. They
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showed the problem can be solved in nlog(n) time if we assume distribution of the travel
time random variable is Gaussian. The solution utilizes pre-computation in path planning
but still the time complexity of their provided solution are nlog(n) which is not practical in
real world domain.
Samaranayake et al. [48] presented a label-setting approach to speed up the computation of stochastic path finding based on zero-delay convolution, and localization techniques
for determining an optimal order of policy computation. Their proposed approach is still
too slow to be implemented in scalable navigation systems.
Gutman, et. al. [32] used pruning as a technique to speed up the stochastic planning
process. In their model, a node is expanded if its reach value is larger than some threshold.
A node with higher reach is a node that appears the most in the shortest paths between
pairs of nodes. Reach values are obtained in a pre-processing step. Arc-flag acceleration
method [49] also uses pruning to tackle the stochastic path planning at scale. They divide
the the graph into a set of regions and a Boolean vector representing roads. For each region,
the corresponding road value is true if the edge is used by at least one path ending in the
corresponding region. Then, any edge without the Boolean corresponding to the region is
pruned. One of the major limitations of both mentioned methods is it takes a long time
to respond to changes in the network due to the vast amount of computation, even in
pre-processing phase.
Contraction hierarchies [7] and arc-flags [49] use bidirectional search in pre-processing.
However, speedup techniques that rely on bidirectional search are not applicable to the
stochastic path planning problem, because the final and intermediate solutions are a function of the remaining time budget and remaining time budget is not deterministic. When
performing a bidirectional search, the reverse search needs to stochastically estimate the
time budget at each step, hence there are cases where bi-directional search might not converge.
PACE [50] is a path centric stochastic path planning which estimates the cost of paths
instead of edges. Their path finding builds upon the ’path + another edge’ pattern to find
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paths for each source, destination pairs. They store the paths between possible pairs from
trajectory data and retrieve in query time. Their approach has the following shortcomings
for use in the real world domain: a) estimating the costs of paths highly depends on trajectory data which may suffer from sparsity [51], b) best path is picked after finding candidate
paths and estimating the joint cost distribution of the paths which is not real time, and c)
their only model finds high probability path.
Lim et. al. [6] showed how to solve the scalable stochastic path finding in Θ(nlogn) time
where n is number of nodes in the network. They assume edge weights in the city graph are
independent and distribution of travel time is Gaussian. Their approach is quasi-polynomial
with a rate of growth between polynomial and exponential and use a data structure that
occupies space roughly proportional to the size of the network for storing distance oracles.
Ahmadi et. al. [43] proposed a framework that can answer large scale stochastic path
planning queries in real time using graph clustering, pruning, pre-computation, and approximation with two agent goals of highest probability path and shortest en-route time. They
used historical traffic data and consider the changes of traffic at different time slots of a day
in each day of the week. They reduce the city graph to partitions and pre-compute paths
for representative of partitions. Pre-computed paths are updated every week in order to
reflect the recent changes. Current work extends Ahmadi et. al.’s work and enriches the
framework in the following ways:
• Expanding graph partitioning methods by adding meanshift clustering and Walktrap
community detection methods to cover variations of graph partitioning methods on
the Salt Lake City graph.
• Adding direct (elbow) and statistical (gap statistics) methods for deciding the optimal
number of clusters on the city graph which is crucial for clustering algorithms.
• Studying the effect of four exemplar selection methods on approximate paths: a)
highest traffic, b) highest reach, c) closeness centrality and d) random walk centrality.
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• studying the impact of the following additions on the overall performance of the
framework.
3.4

Framework
The main idea behind scaling of the path planning process is to partition the city to

smaller parts and get an exemplar for each cluster that can represent the nodes of the
cluster. Then instead of planning a path from each source node to a destination node,
we connect each node to one of the neighboring exemplars and find a path between the
exemplars.

The paths between exemplars are pre-computed for faster response in query

time.
3.4.1

City and Edge Weights

The city is modelled as a directed graph consisting of a set of vertices, V , which
represent road intersections and edges, E, that represent road segments between vertices.
We consider the city graph to be planar (i.e., edges intersect only at their end points). If
we consider the number of nodes in the planar graph as |V | and the number of edges
as
|E|, the relationship between them is |E| << |V |2 [6, 26]. Associated with each edge of the
graph is a travel cost used as the edge weight in our directed graph.
We use expected travel time as the cost of an edge. Edge costs are not fixed and are
represented as mean and variance of expected travel time random variable.
E ⊂ V2

(3.1)

We(t) = (me(t), ve(t))

(3.2)

Edge weights are represented as a probability distribution of travel time rather than a
fixed value. Travel time random variable is a tuple of mean and variance of the expected
travel time on each edge. We assume travel time on edges are independent and follow
Gaussian random variable shown in Equation 3.3 [6, 52]. The mean of a path is the sum
of the means of all edges included in the path (Equation 3.4) in which t is query time and
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δ is the time takes to reach to any edge from the query time. Equation 3.5 shows how to
calculate the variance of the path. Since we assume edge weights are independent from each
other, then cov(Xi , Xj )=0 for i =
̸ j and Equation 3.6 is the result. Based on Equation 3.6,
the variance of a path is the sum of variance of all edges included in the path as shown in
Equation 3.7 [6, 26].
te ∼ N (me, ve)

mpath(t) =
n

var(
i=

i=

i=

n

Xi) =

n

cov(Xi, Xj) =
i=1 j=1

Xi)]2

i=
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vpath(t) =
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n
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n

n

(3.3)

ve(t + δ)

var(Xi)

(3.6)

i=

(3.7)

e∈path

Once mean and variance of a path is known, we can plot possible paths between any source
destination in a mean-variance plane (shown in Figure 3.1).

Fig. 3.1: Paths from a specific origin (O) to a target (T ) are presented as nodes (mp,vp) in
the mean-variance plane.
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Stochastic dependency between adjacent edges can be modelled by adding extra edges
between dependent edges. This new edge captures the correlation between the two correlated distributions, maintaining the property that the variance of a path is the sum of the
variances of all the edges in the path. Suppose that adjacent edges Xi and Xj are dependent. Based on Equation 3.8, if we want to sum the variance of Xi and Xj, Cov(Xi, Xj is
non-zero as edges are dependent. Therefore, we add one edge with mean 0 and variance of
2 ∗ Cov(Xi, Xj.

The number of nodes and edges grows by one for each pair of

correlation.
In our model, we do not transform the graph, and the assumption is that the dependence
between edges affects the variance of the consecutive edges. For example, if edge A, has
a strong dependency with edge B and congestion on edge A causes congestion on edge B,
then the variance on edge B is high enough to represent this dependence [4, 6, 26, 53].

var(Xi + Xj) = var(Xi) + var(Xj) + 2 ∗ Cov(Xi, Xj)

(3.8)

For finding the mean and variance of a path, a sliding time window is used to imply
the cost of each edge in the path depends on the amount of time that took to reach it, not
just the initial departure time. For example, if we look at the path at time a and take δ to
reach the 4th edge, the cost of the 4th edge is considered at the time of a + δ.
3.4.2

Traffic Data

Edge weights are based on mean and variance of the expected travel time on them. In
order to extract edge weights, yearlong traffic data from Utah Department of Transportation
(UDOT) [36] has been used which is logged in 10 minute intervals for each day of a week
on Salt Lake City, Utah.
3.4.3

Open Street Map

For building the city graph, we used Open Street Map data [54]. Open Street Map is
a free editable geographic map of the city. Open street map data data structure has three
main components: a) nodes which is a single point defined by latitude and longitude, b)
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ways which is a list of nodes, and c) relations which relates two or more data elements like a
route, turn restriction, traffic signal or an area. Open Street Map represents physical entities
on the ground like buildings, roads, intersections, and bridges. The data structure it uses is
based on entities and for each entity there are multiple tags describing the characteristics
of that entity.
3.4.4

Agents

In this framework, agents are car drivers, capable of pursuing different goals. We can
technically model any type of agents’ goals and incorporate it in the path finding framework.
We modelled two following goals as they have interesting characteristics in the path planning
domain.
• Risk seeking agents: the agents who are open to take a riskier route if has the shortest
en-route time. These agents are flexible in leaving time.
• Risk averse agents: agents who are not willing to take risk and look for the path with
highest probability of reaching destination before a desired arrival time, even if travel
time is increased.
To make these two goals clearer, one example is in the context of a package delivery system.
Suppose that we guarantee the delivery of a package by 4 PM, otherwise the customer
doesn’t accept the delivery, and we pay the shipping costs. In that case, we are interested
in picking a path that has the highest chance of reaching destination before the deadline to
avoid losing the shipping cost. The other possible case is delivering perishable products. If
the product needs to be kept hot or cold, we desire a path that has the shortest en-route
time. We are flexible in leaving anytime, but need to have the shortest en-route path while
still making the target delivery time.
3.4.5

City Graph Partitioning

In dealing with large scale graphs, one of the possible approaches is to reduce the node
set. The reduction process happens through partitioning the graph to a group of nodes
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in a way that the group can be represented by one node. For this work, we investigated
1) unsupervised learning (clustering methods), and 2) community detection methods for
partitioning the city. After partitioning phase, an exemplar for each partition is selected.
One can argue that community detection is similar to clustering. Clustering is a machine
learning unsupervised technique in which similar data points are grouped into the same
cluster based on their attributes. So in networks, clustering is merely based on the position
of the nodes. On the other side, community detection methods are focused on partitioning
the graph based on edges as communities are a group of well-connected nodes that are more
strongly connected among themselves than the others.
Unsupervised Learning
A cluster refers to a collection of data points aggregated together due to the certain
similarities using unsupervised methods. Given a set of data points, clustering puts each
data point into a specific group. In theory, data points that are in the same group should
have similar properties, while data points in different groups should have highly dissimilar
properties. There are various clustering methods to be used on graphs and in this work, we
used k-means [55] and meanshift clustering methods [56]. In our clustering a node has the
following attributes: a) latitude, b)longitude, and c) traffic profile which is historical traffic
level on the node (low, medium and high).
Optimal number of clusters Most of the common clustering methods including k-means
and meanshift require the number of clusters (k) to be defined ahead of time. There are
various methods for deciding the optimal number of clusters in data including direct and
statistical methods. Direct methods like elbow method [55] usually optimize a criterion such
as the within cluster sums of square distance. Statistical methods such as gap statistics
[57] compare evidence against expectation under random sample of data under uniform
distribution.
Elbow method looks at the total within-cluster sum of square distances (WSS) as a
function of the number of clusters. WSS is the sum of the squared deviations from each
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observation and the cluster centroid (Equation 3.9).
n

min(∥xi − µi∥)

(3.9)

i=1

In general, a cluster that has a small sum of squares is more compact than a cluster that
has a large sum of squares. The number of clusters is increased until adding another cluster
does not improve the total WSS significantly. Steps of elbow method are as follows:
• Run clustering algorithm on varying values of k.
• For each k, calculate WSS.
• Plot the curve of WSS against number of clusters k.
• The location of a bend (knee) in the plot is considered an indicator of the appropriate
number of clusters.
Gap statistic compares the total within intra-cluster variation (Wk) for different
values of k and compare it with their expected values under null reference distribution of the
data. Null reference distribution of data is the samples of data under uniform distribution
which we consider to reject the null hypothesis. Null hypothesis here states that our clusters
of the data is same as the clusters of a uniform distribution of the data. Wk is the withincluster sum of squared distances from the cluster means and can be found using Equation
3.10. Dr is the some of pairwise distances for all of the points in the cluster and dii′
′

represents the distance between every i and i pairs.
W =
k

k

1

r=1

2nr

Dr =
′

Dr

dii′

(3.10)
(3.11)

i,i ∈Cr

The optimal number of clusters is the value of k that yields the largest gap statistic. The
largest gap means that the clustering structure is far away from the random uniform distribution of points. For gap statistics, we first cluster the data by varying the number of k
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and compute the corresponding Wk. Then, we generate B reference data sets with uniform
random distribution and cluster each of them with varying number of clusters. Compute
the estimated gap statistic as the deviation of the observed Wk value from its expected
value Wk∗b shown in Equation 3.12. Afterward, we choose the number of clusters as the

smallest value of k such that the gap statistic is within one standard deviation of the gap
at k+1 using Equation 3.13. In Equation 3.13 where sk is the simulation error calculated
from standard deviation of B replicas and found using Equation 3.14.

Gap(k) =

1
B

B
1

log(Wk∗) − log(W k )

Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k) − sk+1
s = sd(k) +
k

1+

1
B

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

K-means Clustering K-means is a very popular clustering algorithm because it easily
scales to large data sets, guarantees the convergence and easily adapts to the new data
points. The k-means clustering aims to partition n observations into k clusters. Clusters
are formed to minimize within cluster variance. The centroid (used as the exemplar) is
the arithmetic mean position of all the points in the cluster. The k-means algorithm starts
with a first group of randomly selected centroids, which are used as the beginning points
for every cluster, and then performs iterative calculations to optimize the positions of the
centroids. It ends when there is no change in the value of centroids or the defined number
of iterations has been achieved. As k needs to be defined ahead of time, we use both elbow
and gap statistics methods to get optimal number of clusters on the graph of Salt Lake
City before using k-means. The optimal number of clusters using the elbow method is 157
and for gap statistics is 172. Therefore, we set the value of k as the average of these two
and set the number of k as 162. Figure 3.2 (top) shows the distribution of 162 clusters and
the visualization of the clusters on Salt Lake City. As distribution shows, the majority of
clusters have 70 to 400 nodes and few large clusters with node size larger than 1000 nodes.
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Fig. 3.2: Distribution of main nodes in each cluster and visualization of them on Salt Lake
City for K-means clustering. Each color represents one cluster.
MeanShift Meanshift [56] clustering is a non-parametric centroid-based algorithm, which
works by updating candidates for centroids to be the mean of the points within a given
region. Unlike other clustering algorithms which assigns the data points to the clusters
iteratively, meanshift tends groups points towards the mode.

Hence, it is also called a

mode seeking algorithm. In the context of meanshift, mode is the highest density of data
points in the region. Meanshift uses the concept of kernel density estimation (KDE) [58]
which is a method to estimate the probability density function of the data. It works by
applying a Gaussian kernel on each point in the data set. Adding up all of the individual
kernels generates a probability surface example density function. Meanshift is a model free
approach which doesn’t assume any distribution of the data. It is robust to outliers as
it uses kernel density functions. Similar to k-means, the number of clusters needs to be
defined ahead of time. We run elbow method and gap statistics method on the graph of
Salt Lake City with meanshift clustering. Elbow method provided 211 and gap statistics’s
optimal number of clusters were 247. Then we set the average as 229. Figure 3.2 (bottom)
shows the distribution and the visualization of the clusters on Salt Lake City. It provided
229 clusters with majority of clusters had the size in the range of 50 to 700 and few large
clusters.
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Fig. 3.3: Left: Distribution of cluster sizes in Mean Shift. Right: Visualization of clusters
on Salt Lake City. Each color represents one cluster.
Community detection methods
A community, with respect to graphs, is defined as a subset of nodes that are densely
connected to each other and loosely connected to the nodes in the other communities in
the same graph. Depending on the type of the community detection methods, the city
graph can be partitioned differently. Major community detection methods are divided into
three main categories: a) divisive methods, b) agglomerative methods and c) optimization
based methods [59]. Divisive algorithms begin with a complete network and iteratively
divide the network into smaller communities. An example of divisive methods is Leading
Eigenvector [60]. Agglomerative based methods begin by considering each node as its own
community and then iteratively combine nodes into larger communities. Walktrap [61] and
label propagation [62] are the examples of agglomerative methods. Optimization based
methods find the optimal set of communities based on an objective function. Multilevel [63]
is an example of optimization based method. There are a few important definitions which
is common in community detection algorithms:
• Modularity measures the strength of division of a network into communities and
reflects the concentration of edges within modules compared with random distribution
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of links between all nodes regardless of modules. If the number of edges within groups
exceeds the number expected on the basis of chance, then modularity is positive. If
modularity value is zero, then edges are randomly distributed and negative value of
modularity indicates the absence of a community in the graph.
• A random walk is a path between two nodes where each step is randomly chosen.
• Path lengths for walks between two nodes are the number of edges one would have to
use to walk from one node to another.
Leading Eigenvector Leading Eigenvector

[60] is a divisive community detection ap-

proach which is built on maximizing modularity over possible divisions of the graph utilizing
the properties of adjacency matrix of the city graph. Based on the adjacency matrix, the
modularity matrix is defined. Modularity matrix is defined using the Equation 3.15 where
Aij is adjacency matrix, ki, kj are degrees of the vertices and m is21
ki.
kikj
Bij = Aij −

n
i

(3.15)

2m
Then, the eigenvector corresponding to the leading eignevector of the modularity matrix is
considered. Utilizing the signs of elements in this vector we decide the group. The elements
of the leading eigenvector measure how firmly each vertex belongs to its assigned community.
In the maximization process, the division of the graph with maximum modularity value is
the best distribution of communities. We run the same algorithm over the newly formed
communities and continue unless all the communities obtained are indivisible. Running
Leading Eigenvector on the graph of Salt Lake City produces 21 communities with 48398
nodes in one community. The big community includes the main downtown area of the Salt
Lake City.
Walktrap Walktrap [61] method is an agglomerative method for community detection
based on random walks in which distance between vertices are measured through random
walks in the network. The basic intuition of the algorithm is that random walks on a graph
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Fig. 3.4: Distribution of communities on Salt Lake City in Leading Eigenvector approach.
gets trapped into densely connected parts corresponding to communities. Walktrap uses the
result of random walks to iteratively merge separate communities in a bottom-up manner
by minimizing the overall random walk distance between nodes and communities defined by
random walks. The algorithm continues until no more merge is possible. Figure 3.5 (top)
shows the results of running Running Walktrap on Salt Lake City. Walktrap provided 2751
communities with majority in the range of 20 to 40 nodes and few large communities in the
range of 3000 to 4000 nodes.
Label propagation The Label Propagation algorithm [62] is a another agglomerative algorithm which detects communities using network structure without a pre-defined objective
function. The intuition behind the algorithm is that a single label quickly becomes dominant in a densely connected group of nodes as it get trapped inside a densely connected
group of nodes. In the beginning, every node is initialized with a unique community label.
Then, the labels propagate through the network and at every iteration of propagation, each
node updates its label based on the maximum numbers of its neighbours’ labels and the
communities are formed this way. Label Propagation stops if he user-defined maximum
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Fig. 3.5: Distribution of communities in Walktrap approach for the clusters with node size
less than 300 nodes along with representation of all of the communities. Each red dot
represent a community. The edge between communities shows the relationship between one
community to another.
number of iterations is achieved or algorithm converges. Convergence occurs when each
node has the majority label of its neighbours or no merge happens in further iterations.
Running Label Propagation on the graph of Salt Lake City provides 2007 communities with
the distribution similar to truncated normal distribution depicted in Figure 3.5 (bottom).
In the distribution most of the community sizes are in the range of 10 to 40.
Multilevel Multilevel [63] method is built on modularity optimization and creates communities in a way that the edges inside of the community are significantly denser than
between communities. Multi-level is a two step iterative algorithm which stops when no
improvement is gained. In step 1, every node is assigned to a random community, then
in step 2 each node is removed from its own community and assigned to its neighboring
community if the gain of modularity is positive. Applying multilevel community detection
method on the city of Salt Lake City provides 157 communities on the graph of Salt Lake
City which is shown in Figure 3.7.
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Fig. 3.6: Left: Distribution of communities in Label Propagation approach. Right: Representation of communities. Each red dot represent a community. The edge between communities shows the relationship between one community to another.
3.4.6

Exemplar Assignment

After partitioning the city, we need to find a node (termed the exemplar) that represents
each partition of the graph. There are few possible ways of finding exemplars.
• The node with highest historical traffic. The idea is the node which historically has
the highest traffic is the node that should represent the partition as historically lots
of paths went through it.
• Node with highest reach. Reach is a concept introduced by Gutman et, al. [32] and
basically measures the use of a node. A node with higher reach is a node that appears
the most in the shortest paths between pairs of the partition. For finding the node
with highest reach, we run Floyd-Warshall [64] algorithm on all of the nodes of the
partition which gives us shortest path for all pairs of vertices in the partition. The
node that appears in the maximum number of paths is the exemplar of the partition.
• Center of the partition based on closeness centrality. Closeness centrality [65] of a node
is calculated as the reciprocal of the sum of the lengths of the shortest paths between
the node and all other nodes in the partition. Thus, the more central a node is, the
closer it is to all other nodes in that partition. Equation 3.16 shows the normalized
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Fig. 3.7: Left: Distribution of communities in Multilevel approach and representation of
them. Each red dot represent a community.
value of closeness centrality as normalization allows comparisons of centrality value
between nodes. In Equation 3.16 d(i, j) represents the distance between node i and
j. Distance is defined based on shortest path between the pair of nodes.

C(i) =

n−1

j ∈nodes

d(j, i)

(3.16)

• Center of the partition based on Random walk closeness centrality. Random walk
closeness centrality also called Markov centrality is very similar to the closeness centrality but here closeness is measured by the expected length of a random walk rather
than by the shortest path. A node is considered to be close to other nodes if the
random walk process initiated from any node of the network arrives to this particular
node in relatively few steps on average. The random walk closeness centrality of each
node is the inverse of the average mean first passage time to that node. In order
to calculate the centrality of each node, the inverse of the mean first passage time
between every pair of nodes is taken. Nodes with higher centrality scores indicating
that they occupy a more central position within the partition. The mean first-passage
time (MFPT) defines an average timescale for a stochastic event to first occur. The
mean first passage time from node i to node j is the expected number of steps it
takes to reach node j from node i for the first time. Equation 3.17 shows how to
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calculate mean first passage time for each node. In Equation 3.17, P (i, j, r) denotes
the probability that it takes exactly r steps to reach j from i for the first time.

MFP (i, j) =

n

rP (i, j, r)

(3.17)

r=1

3.4.7

Base Path planning framework

The goal of base path planning framework is to find paths align with agents’ goals
and deadline between every pair of nodes. The base path planning framework is extended
from [43]. The first step is to find the candidate paths that can possibly satisfy the agents’
goals. As it is computationally intractable to consider all of the paths between any pair
of nodes. Then, among those candidates we select the one which has a minimum cost and
matches the agents’ goals.
Finding Candidate Paths
Considering all of the paths between any source, destination pair is computationally
intractable; hence a primary step is needed to reduce the number of paths to the ones
that have the highest similarity to the query. The goal of the pruning is to reduce the
number of candidate paths to only explore the paths that meet the agent’s goals and query
deadline. For finding the candidate paths between nodes (n1 and n2), we start from n1
and explore the successor nodes (expanding) until we reach n2. When exploring each node,
the heuristic estimates a path from that node to destination and if the expected estimated
arrival time when using the heuristic path is greater than the provided deadline, the node
is not expanded (pruned). Figure 3.8 (left) shows the pruning step.
The heuristic path from a node m (a middle node in expansion) to node n2 is obtained
by running A∗ [66] on the exemplars instead of all the nodes of the graph (Figure 3.8

(middle)). In each step of A∗, the next exemplar is picked based on the smallest g(n) + h(n)
value, where g(n) is the shortest-length path from current node to the connecting exemplar
and h(n) is the direct distance heuristic from the connecting exemplar to n2. Shortest-length
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3.8: (a): For finding a path from n1 to n2, successor nodes of n1 (orange circles) are
explored. Among the successor, the marked ones meet the deadline and rest are discarded.
Dotted paths are heuristics paths from the successor nodes to n2 and they are used as a
pruning criteria for the successor nodes of n1. (b): Finding the heuristic path from m (a
middle node in expansion shown as green circles) to n2 uses A∗ algorithm through exemplars
of graph (green triangles). (c): From current exemplar to the neighboring exemplar the
one with with the least g(n) + h(n) is selected (green triangle). Figure shows the selected
exemplar in each step of A∗ on exemplars for heuristic path.
paths between nodes and their exemplars and also the adjacent exemplars are pre-computed
and they are retrieved to build the heuristic path. Figure 3.8 (right) shows the approach.
Paths Cost Definition and Selecting Best Path
The goal of the path planning is to pick a path with minimum cost which matches
the agents’ goals among the candidate paths. Expected cost of a path can be found using
Equation 3.18. In 3.18, tpath is the expected arrival time of the path and d is the deadline
the agent has to make.
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2
expected cost = Cost(tpath, d) ∗ fpath(tpath|m, δpat
)
-

=

+∞
−∞

-

u(t − d)fpath(tpath)dtpath =

+∞

fpath(tpath)dtpath

d

(3.18)

Path cost is modelled using a step cost function, but generally any type of cost function
can be used in Equation 3.18. The step cost function only penalizes the agent if it reaches
the destination after the deadline. Based on Equation 3.18, the whole cost is equal to the
Cumulative Density Function (CDF) of Standard Normal Distribution. CDF generates a
probability of the random variable (travel time in this case) when distribution is normal
to be less than a specific value which is d (deadline) here. Then, maximizing the Θ value
(Equation 3.19), ultimately results in having a path that maximizes the probability of
reaching the destination before deadline which matches the first agent goal.

Θ(path) =
mpath

deadline −
√
vpath

(3.19)

The second type of agent goal seeks the path with shortest en-route time that can make
the deadline while they are flexible on departure time. We can modify Equation 3.19 to
Equation 3.20 by replacing deadline as the difference of desired arrival time and departure
time. Deadline is the amount of time the agent needs to reach the destination from query
time. In this case, desired arrival time is fixed but departure time is flexible. In Equation
3.20, ϕ is the argument of Gaussian CDF that makes the CDF equal to the probability of
making the trip before deadline which in our case is 90 percent.

desired arrival time − departure time = mpath + Φ(path) ∗
if

√
vpath

departure time ⊂ [τ 1, τ 2] (3.20)

To find the best departure time, the first step is to find what is the latest possible departure
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time (τ2) to make the trip before the deadline. Then, considering the query time as the
earliest possible departure time as τ1, the interval of [τ1, τ2] is the time frame that includes
the best departure time. Divide the interval into 10-minute segments. For each segment, the
path that minimizes the trip duration (Eequation 3.20) is selected. Afterward, we pick the
”time segment” which has the minimum cost path (based on Equation 3.20) in comparison
to other time segments. The found minimum cost path with this approach, is the path that
has the least en-route time.
3.4.8

Pre-processing: Building distance oracles

In city scale path planning, the volume of path finding requests is high and, hence,
calculating a path which satisfies the agents’ goals and abides the deadline at query time
is not a practical approach. Techniques such as pre-processing and approximation help in
expediting the path finding process. For a graph of n vertices, one way is to simply store
an n × n-distance matrix for a n-vertex graph. In that case, each query can be answered in
constant time, but the space requirement is large and updating the n × n-distance matrix
is very time consuming. Approximation is a way of making distance oracles more compact.
Their aim is to find solutions which are not exact but clearly close. For example, in our
case we don’t need to store an n × n-distance matrix, but we can store the paths between
exemplars in our city graph which helps in reducing the path finding time. Distance oracles
store the best path between every two exemplars for each agent goal for different time slots
of each day of week. Time slots are every 10 minutes of every day of the week. Building
distance oracles is an offline task and distance oracles are updated weekly to reflect recent
traffic patterns on the edges of the city. In each update, the traffic data for the preceding
year is used. Stored paths between exemplars help us to quickly answering the path finding
requests by connecting the source-destination pair to their respective exemplars and provide
the path. Details of the approximate path finding is explained in section 3.4.9). The solution
is space and time efficient.
3.4.9

Scalable Algorithm
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Each path finding query contains source, destination, agent’s goal and deadline. The
first step is to connect the source and destination to their respective exemplar. Each node
may have up to nine exemplars around it, one candidate is the exemplar of the region it
is located and the others are the exemplars of neighboring regions. For selecting the right
exemplars, a hypothetical direct path between source and destination is considered and the
exemplars with the most similarity to the direction of the hypothetical path are selected.
The connecting paths that connects the source, destination to the exemplars are calculated
based on shortest length path. Then, the path between exemplars that matches the agent’s
goals in the query is retrieved from distance oracles. Afterward, connecting paths are added
to the retrieved path from distance oracle and the final path is constructed and sent as the
result of the query. The path between exemplars does not necessarily need to go through
other exemplars. Figure 3.9 illustrates a path between source and destination.

Fig. 3.9: Red rectangles are exemplars of each region. Green circles are the typical source
and destination.

3.5

Experiments and Results
We experimented multiple methods of city graph partitioning. Each partitioning

method provided various partitions. The key question is, ”How many partitions are needed
to represent Salt Lake City with reasonable approximation?” This question is answered in
section 3.5.1. We discuss which community and clustering approach is picked for parti-
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tioning the city in section 3.5.2. In section 3.5.3 we show which node in each partition
should be used as exemplar to represent all of the nodes in the partition. We run exact and
approximate path finding algorithms to compare the approximate paths to exact paths in
section 3.5.4. Lastly, we analyze the space and time complexity of our proposed framework
in section 3.5.5.
3.5.1

How Many Partitions Are Needed to Represent The City Graph?

City partitioning is used to reduce the large scale city graph to the set of exemplars.
We ran multiple clustering and community detection approaches on the city graph and
discussed the provided distribution of each in section 3.4.5. It is obvious that, the more
the partitions the more approximate paths get closer to the exact paths as we increase the
number of partitions. However, our goal is to reduce the number of nodes of city graph as
it impacts the storage required by distance oracles. Also, we want to keep the accuracy of
approximate paths in the acceptable range. Accuracy is measured based on the deviation of
travel time of generated approximate paths from exact path for each source and destination
for the 5000 source destination samples in various time slots of different days of a week.
Travel time basically tells us how much longer the paths will be due to approximation. For
picking the right number of partitions, we divide the city based on a variety of partition
numbers and look at the percentage of travel time deviation of approximate paths from
exact paths for both of the agents’ goals. If the point of inflection on the curve is seen,
then it is a good indication that the underlying number of partitions fits best at that point.
For measuring the deviation, grid-based city partitioning is used as baseline of the city
partitioning in approximate path planning. Grid based partitioning is a simple method to
partition the city in a grid.
Figure 3.10 shows the percentage deviation of travel time of exact and approximate paths
for the both agents’ goals for variation of partitions. As it shows, the more the partitions
the more accurate the paths are. However, having more partitions increases the node size
which leads to more storage and time to update distance oracles. Based on figure 3.10,
having 150 to 170 partitions looks reasonable with the mean difference of travel time of
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Fig. 3.10: Number of partitions vs the mean difference of travel time of exact and approximate path.
exact and approximate paths around 7 percent. Inspired by the findings of Figure 3.10,
we defined a grid based partitioning which partitions Salt Lake City to 150 partitions to
be used as the baseline of the other experiments. Figure 3.11 demonstrates the grid based
partitions.

Fig. 3.11: Left: Distribution of nodes in each partition. Right: Visualization of partitions
on Salt Lake City. Each color represents one partition.

3.5.2

Which Partitioning Method We Picked?

Clustering

For the clustering approach, we tried k-means and meanshift methods. K-

means provided 162 clusters and meanshift produced 229 clusters. Both of the methods
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provides clusters in the accepted range of number of partitions. Hence, we need to look at
the quality of clusters in order to pick best choice. One widely used metric for measuring
the quality of clustering algorithms is Silhouette Index [67]. This metric uses concepts of
cohesion and separation to evaluate clusters, using the distance between nodes to measure
their similarity found using Equation 3.21.
S(C ) =
i

v∈Ci

|Ci|

Sv

bv − av
where Sv = max(a , b )
v
v

(3.21)

where av is the average distance between vertex v and all the other vertices in the same
cluster and bv is the average distance between v and all the vertices in the nearest cluster.
The silhouette index for a given cluster is the average value of silhouette for all its member
vertices. Comparing silhouette index of k-means and meanshift shows that k-means has a
better index, therefore we picked k-means as our clustering algorithm.
Community detection Among the community detection methods that we used, Leading
Eigenvector provided 21 partitions with majority of the area in one partition. Hence,
this is not a good method for us. Among the Label Propagation 3.4.5, Multilevel 3.4.5
and Walktrap 3.5, Multilevel divides the city to 157 communities which is aligned with
our findings in section 3.5.1, hence we select this approach for community-based graph
partitioning.
3.5.3

Which Exemplar Assignment Approach is The Best?

After selecting the partitioning method, the next step is to select the exemplar of each
partition. In section 3.4.6 we discussed four possible exemplar selection methods: a) highest
traffic, b) highest reach, c) closeness centrality and d) random walk centrality. To determine
which is best, we picked 5000 source destination pairs in various time slots of different days
of a week. We use grid based city partitioning as a baseline. Then we find approximate
paths for the 5000 source destination pairs each time with one exemplar selection method
for each agents’ goal. Then, we look at the percent of times the approximate path planning
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approach has the closest (mean, variance) of travel time to the exact path. Then the method
with highest number of similarity is selected as the exemplar selection method.

Fig. 3.12: Comparison of four methods of exemplar selection a) highest traffic, b) highest
reach, c) closeness centrality and d)random walk centrality.

As Figure 3.12 shows, random walk centrality provides a better representation of exemplars in comparison to the other three methods for the both agent goals as the paths
using random walk centrality are more similar to exact paths.
3.5.4

How is The Quality of Approximate Paths?

For the purpose of experiments, we choose 5000 source, destination pairs randomly
among all of the possible source-destination pairs to represent the path planning universe.
Path planning queries are distributed across the traffic profiles at different time slots of
weekdays. Each path planning query has the following inputs: a) source, b) destination, c)
time of query, d) deadline and e) agent’s goal. Then, for all of the queries we compare the
approximate path generated from our proposed algorithm and the exact path.
Highest Probability Path
In order to compare the quality of our proposed approximate paths, we considered
the relative difference of mean and variance of travel time of paths between exact and
approximate path. For partitioning part of the approximate paths we used community
detection (multi-level method), clustering (k-means) and grid based. Grid based is used as
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Fig. 3.13: Y axis is the relative difference percentage of mean and variance of travel time
of paths for exact and approximate approach for peak and non-peak hours for the agent’s
goal of highest probability path.
a baseline as it doesn’t have an intelligent way of partitioning the city graph and it is only
based on a grid. Gird-based method help us to compare the effectiveness of community
and clustering method. Figure 3.13 shows the relative difference of mean and variance of
travel time of paths between exact and approximate path planning approaches for rush and
non-rush hours.
Here are the finding from Figure 3.13:
• Multi-level approach has the least relative difference to exact paths in comparison to
clustering and grid-based method partitioning.
• The relative difference of travel time of all of the approximate methods is more significant in rush hour in comparison to non-rush hour. As in non-rush hour, the traffic
is not high, hence both approximate and exact approach are almost the same.
• The mean of travel time of community approach is 5 percent longer than the exact
path in rush hour and this percentage is 3 percent longer in non-rush hour.
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• The variance of travel time of community approach is 8 percent longer than the exact
path in rush hour and this percentage is 4 percent longer in non-rush hour.
• in both rush and non-rush hour community and clustering method outperform gridbased method and this shows the impact of an intelligent graph partitioning on the
quality of approximate paths.
After looking at the relative difference of travel time of community, clustering and grid
based approximate paths, now we want to see among the 5000 source, destination samples
of the experiment, what is the ratio of each method in terms of having the closest mean,
variance of travel time to exact paths. Figure 3.14 shows this ratio and based on it in rush
hour, 54 percent of the closest paths to the exact were from the community approach with
37 percent clustering and a small fraction of grid approach (8%). In non-rush hour traffic
the differences are less but still the pattern is the same. This emphasizes the fact that
having an accurate graph clustering approach is more important during high traffic.

Fig. 3.14: Ratio of paths with the closest mean-variance to the exact path in peak and
non-peak hour for the agent’s goal of highest probability path.

Shortest Travel Time
In this section we repeat the experiments in section 3.5.4 for the agent goal of shortest
en-route time. Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 illustrates the results.
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Fig. 3.15: Relative difference of travel time of mean and variance of paths for exact and
approximate approach for rush and non-rush hours for the agent’s goal of shortest en-route
time.
Here are the findings from Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 and also the comparison of the
results with section 3.5.4.
• Similar to the previous section, community method outperforms other approximate
approaches in terms of closeness of relative difference from approximate and exact
paths.
• Approximate path planning methods in rush hour have larger travel time difference
than non-rush time and in rush hour the mean of community method is 4 percent and
its variance is 9 percent higher than the exact path.
• In highest probability paths, paths have higher mean and lower variance in comparison
with shortest travel time paths which is aligned with their goals’ definitions. The
agents with highest probability path look for the most secure path hence their variance
is lower. Agents with the goal of shortest travel time are willing to risk if the risk
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Fig. 3.16: Ratio of paths with the closest mean-variance to the exact path for the agent’s
goal of shortest en-route time.
provides them the paths with shorter travel time, hence their variance is higher and
the mean of their found paths are shorter.
• In rush hour, community and clustering partitioning outperform the grid based method
in both agents’ goals. In non-rush hour, the difference is less significant.
3.5.5

What is the Time and Space Complexity of Scalable Algorithm?

The previous experiments show that our proposed algorithm is at least 95 percent as
good as the exact paths while it responds to the queries in real time. When a path finding
query comes, source and destination nodes are connected to their respective exemplars.
Then, the stored path between exemplars for that time of the day, day of the week and
type of agents’ goal is retrieved. The retrieved path along with the sub-paths that connect
source, destination pairs to the respective exemplars construct the path and send it to the
agent. The real time response to the path finding queries are possible utilizing the distance
oracles. Now one of the concerns here is the size of the distance oracles and the effort to
update them. If we consider nodes of the city as N , and the number of exemplars as M ,
utilizing the approximate path finding instead of N ∗N paths, we are storing N ∗M +M
∗M paths which in our case M is 157. We store one distance oracles for each time slot of a
day, for 7 days of a week for each of the agent’s goals. Updating the distance oracles is an
offline
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process, and it happens weekly. Every week, the traffic data of the preceding 12 months is
used for updating the distance oracles.
3.6

Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a scalable algorithm that is practical in large scale path

planning applications for the use cases where agents have goals, and the planner aims to
satisfies agents’ goals rather than just providing a path which can move agents from a
source node to a destination node. The city is modelled as a large scale graph. Agents
have two types of goals: 1) those who look for the path with highest probability of reaching
destination before deadline, and 2) the agents who are interested to have the shortest travel
duration while they are flexible on the time they can leave. Associated with each path is
a defined cost and the goal of the path planner is to find a path that satisfies the agents’
goals. For expediting the path planning process, the city is partitioned and each partition is
represented with an exemplar. The exemplar of each partition is decided based on random
walk centrality. For partitioning the city graph, we used community detection methods and
clustering methods. When a path planning request comes, source and destination nodes
are connected to their corresponding exemplars with respect to the path direction and the
path between exemplars is retrieved. The paths between exemplars are stored in distance
oracles based on the preceding year data at the time of update and the oracles are updated
every week to reflect the recent changes on the network. Results show that among all of the
graph clustering approaches, community-based approaches produce closer results to exact
path planning approach. Approximation provides paths with mean and variance which are
not exact but close to that exact paths, while the solution is space and time efficient.
The main contribution of current work is providing a paradigm to handle large scale
path planning requests utilizing pre-computation and approximation while satisfying agents’
goals. Graph partitioning reduces the graph size; pre-computation helps in answering the
queries in real time and approximation helps in reducing the space needed for storing the
paths. Even though the approximate paths are not as accurate as exact paths, but they have
acceptable accuracy in comparison to the actual paths given the fact that they saved time
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and space in the whole process. Possible future work of this research includes: a) adding
new agents goals to the domain and b) considering traffic data prediction to enhance the
decision making process which is currently based on historical data.
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CHAPTER 4
Dynamic Reinforcement Learning Based Traffic Optimization in Smart City Paradigm
4.1

Abstract
1

Traffic congestion on urban road networks has increased substantially during the last

decade, characterized by slower speeds, longer travel times, increased vehicular queuing,
and increased pollution. The main pain point in traffic management is the static nature
of our city structures that cannot adapt to the traffic dynamics changing throughout the
day. This work focuses on a futuristic smart city design where making structural changes to
the city graph is possible. These changes include modifying lane direction, ramp metering,
speed limits, and signal timings on road segments. We also assume local observability of
the system where sensors can provide all the data needed for decision making. Under these
assumptions, we propose a multi agent reinforcement learning (RL) framework for improving
traffic flow in city networks. Our learning agents observe their assigned environment and
find the best structural changes based on a set of features that represent the recent traffic
conditions, dependent road segment characteristics, and recent structural modifications.
The goal of RL agents is to interact with the environment to learn what is the optimal
modification for each road segment with the goal of maximizing the cumulative reward over
the set of possible actions in state space. Then, once the RL agents are fully trained, they
can easily adapt to the dynamic changes of the traffic. Our proposed method has two level
learning. In the first level, a single agent is the only modifier of the traffic system so it
directly learns the initial policy. In the next level, we have multiple agents changing the
environment at the same time, each based on the initial policy learned in the previous step
while still updating their policy based on the interaction with the dynamic environment and
1The first version of this work
is presented and published in proceedings of IEEE International Conference on Computational Science and Computational Intelligence (CSCI 2017). DOI:
10.1109/ISC253183.2021.9562951
The current version (extended) is submitted to the journal of IEEE Intelligent Systems.
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in agreement with other agents. Our results show that the proposed framework improves
the total travel time (TTT) of the city by 36.2% during rush hours in the Salt Lake City
area.
4.2

Introduction
Traffic congestion occurs when the volume of traffic is greater than the available street

capacity. In an era of accelerated urbanization around the world, the ability to travel freely
is more critical than ever before [3, 4, 18, 43, 44, 68]. The cost of traffic congestion is large
and solutions to reduce the congestion save time and money and reduce environmental
pollution [3, 18, 44]. The main goal of traffic management is to improve the traffic flow and
reduce the traffic load on highly congested areas. To solve the traffic congestion problem,
numerous methods and approaches have been implemented. Most of the traditional traffic
management approaches assume the city structure is fixed and concentrate on re-routing
the traffic to alleviate the traffic on highly congested areas [3, 52, 69–73]. While this is a
practical approach in traffic management, re-routing might not be favorable for most of
the car drivers, and hence it might create a situation in which drivers decline the routing
directions. Several types of dynamic control methods based on traffic flow theory have been
developed and deployed in real-world applications. They prove that traffic control is a way
to prevent, or at least relieve traffic congestion, hence improving traffic conditions. Recently,
more attention has been paid to leveraging operational techniques in traffic management
like widening roads, variable speed limits, and modifying signal timing [12–19].
In this research, we focus on making structural changes to the city graph such as
dynamically changing the direction of lanes, ramp metering, modifying the speed limits, and
modifying the signal timing in order to manage the traffic in congested areas. For example,
if a road has three southbound and three northbound lanes and the southbound lanes are
overly congested, one of the possible modifications is to allocate one of the northbound
lanes to the southbound direction for a specific period of time (Figure 4.1 illustrates the
process). Thus, the road capacity for the southbound traffic is increased as we leverage the
underused lanes from the northbound side.
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Fig. 4.1: Allocating one lane from right side to left side may decrease the congestion.
Modifying signal timing by dynamically changing the phase duration of the signals
can also improve congestion. If one segment of the road is highly congested, then we can
increase the signal timing in order to manage the congestion. Ramp meters are stop-and-go
traffic signals that control the frequency with which vehicles enter the flow of traffic on the
freeway. Ramp meters are used to improve traffic flow. Most ramp meters create a delay
between cars entering the highway. This delay helps reduce disruptions to freeway traffic
and reduces accidents that occur when vehicles merge onto the highway. We can leverage
the capability of modifying the delay time of ramps in order to reduce congestion. Figure
4.2 shows the process.
Modifying speed limits are also used when traffic volumes are building and congestion
is likely. When traffic volumes exceed a predetermined threshold, one strategy is to handle
more traffic volume at a slower, but not stop-and-go speed. Variable speed limit allows
speed limits to be changed based on current road conditions and the level of congestion.
The system’s goal is to slow traffic uniformly in a way that allows smooth traffic flow. In
both cases, the speed limit decrease is intended to alert drivers of conditions downstream.
Also, when congestion is low, we might be able to move the traffic faster, in this case the
speed limit of road segments will increase to move more vehicles. Ideally, the speed limit
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Fig. 4.2: Delaying cars from entering the freeway using a ramp metering.
and message alerts are automated and do not require intervention from any operator [74].
Figure 4.3 shows the implementation of variable speed limit.
The focus of this work is on optimizing the traffic congestion on the whole city network
through a smart city paradigm. A smart city provides the capability of modifying

the

structure of the city graph and gathering information from the sensors to learn the best
possible modification for each condition of the traffic. For this reason, we propose a multi
agent reinforcement learning system (RL Agents) that finds the best structural changes
based on multiple dynamic factors such as current traffic condition, dependent road segment
structures, and recent structural modifications. These structural changes not only impact
the flow in both directions of the road segment but also the flow at surrounding road
segments. Therefore, we need to consider the impact of structural changes not only on each
road segment, but also on dependent road segments and the whole network. RL agents
interact with the environment in the training phase and learn the optimal modification for
each road segment considering the current road segment and the impact on the dependent
segments. We proposed the process of learning the optimal policy as a two step process. In
the first step, a single agent is the only modifier of the traffic system so it directly learns
the initial policy. In the second step, there are multiple agents changing the environment,
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Fig. 4.3: Implementation of variable speed limit. Variable speed limit allows speed limits
to be changed based on current road conditions and the level of congestion (original image
from PennDOT [1])
each based on the initial policy learned in the previous step while still updating their policy.
The goal of RL agents is to maximize the cumulative reward over the set of possible actions
in state space. First step is critical to reduce the noise in the reward system and be able
to converge to a stable policy. Then, in the second step, the agents update their policy to
take into account the indirect interaction with the other agents.
4.3

Previous Work
In the domain of city traffic optimization, there are two main approaches. One group

of models use linear programming to optimize the city congestion [13–15]. This set of approaches define the overall city congestion as affected by decision variables such as direction
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of lanes, signal timing, and the speed limit of the roads. The main objective is to minimize the overall congestion via finding the best values of the decision variables. Since,
the domain of traffic optimization is a highly dynamic domain, traditional linear programming approaches are not suitable in this situation. Linear programming approaches assume
the impact of structural changes on further road segments are known at the beginning of
the calculation which is an unrealistic assumption in practical applications. Also, in linear programming approaches, the problem is solved from scratch every single time. Hence
the computational complexity is high, and these models are not adaptive to the traffic
changes [3, 13–16, 75].
The second group of approaches use reinforcement learning for traffic optimization
[16, 17, 76–79]. In this set of approaches, the RL agents interact with the environment and
through maximizing the cumulative reward, they learn the best possible actions for each
specific state of the world.
Aslani et al. [17] proposed an RL based framework for traffic signal optimization.
They model the behavior of car drivers and their reaction toward system disturbance such
as jaywalking and sensor noise. Since they study a microscopic view of traffic (at drivers
level), the state space of their model becomes large. Therefore, they leverage linear function
approximation and state space reduction to reduce the size of the problem which may lead
to undesired results if the reduction process is ineffective. Our goal is to focus on optimizing
the whole city traffic optimization and having a realistic view of traffic; hence microscopic
traffic models, linear function approximation, and state space reduction is not applicable
for our use case.
Paul et al. [80] proposed a framework where single deep reinforcement learning agent
manages the traffic signal of multiple intersections using policy gradient algorithm. In particular, the agent is trained with spatio-temporal data of the environment that allows it to
perform action in different deep neural network models. Their proposed model outperforms
the baseline results which is fixed signal duration systems for few intersections. While this
approach focuses on optimizing traffic through modifying signal timings, since our focus is
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on city wide traffic optimization, single agent modelling is not practical for our use case.
Walraven at, al. [77] proposed a model to find a method that defines the speed limits for
the road segments in order to minimize the global delay of car drivers in the city network.
The model learns the best speed limit for each road segment among the possible speed limits
of 60, 80, 100, and 120. Their RL model’s reward function is only built based on penalty
rather than actual reward in order to discourage unnecessary modification of speed. For our
proposed framework, our goal is to have a model that interactively learns the best speed
limit to proactively move the system toward minimizing the traffic flow by motivating agents
with reward. Also, our speed agents have a larger set of actions and a higher flexibility of
modifying speed limits rather than only limited to few options.
Zhou, et al. [81] proposed a model which develops a coordinated dynamic traffic control system that integrates variable speed limit information using a reinforcement learning
technique. Their ultimate goal is to build a model that enables traffic scenario analysis,
such as time-of-day, freeway trajectory, future demand assessment, and special event traffic
conditions. They used q-learning to decide optimized variable speed limit on one freeway
with a limited state space. Therefore, it is not applicable to our use case which is a high
dimensional state space simulating the whole city traffic.
Gunarathna et al. [18] presented a dynamic lane configuration solution for improving
traffic flow using a two-layer, multi-agent architecture. At the bottom-layer, a set of RL
agents find the best number of lanes for each side of the road. Then the lane-direction
changes proposed by the reinforcement learning agents are coordinated by another layer of
agents in order to evaluate the global impact of the proposed lane-direction changes. The
coordinating agents try to predict the impact of the decision proposed by RL agents on the
nearby road segments and accept/decline the change based on some rules. Their framework
only focuses on dynamically changing number of lanes for traffic management and also the
rule based coordination process can be replaced by a learning agents which can easily adopt
to the dynamic changes of the traffic environment.
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In our proposed model, we focus on a futuristic smart city design where making structural changes to the city graph such as modifying number of lanes, opening or closing the
ramps, and changing signal timings on road segments are possible, sensors can provide all
the data we need, and traffic data is easily measurable. All of the mentioned RL frameworks only focus on one aspect of active traffic management such as signal timing, lane
modification, or variable speed limit, while our proposed framework focuses on all possible modifications. The main advantage of reinforcement learning methods is, with proper
training, they can easily adapt to the changes of the domain without the need of the recomputation. However, there are two challenges with reinforcement learning agents. First,
an RL agent finds the rules to achieve an objective by repeatedly interacting with an environment. In order to be able to have a proper action at prediction time, the agent needs
to have seen a similar situation in the training phase through an action/reaction paradigm
to be able to estimate the reward of the situation [79, 82–84]. The second challenge with
reinforcement learning agents is that the state space can grow exponentially when the dimension of the state grows linearly. This problem is known in literature as the curse of
dimensionality [83, 85, 86]. Any model that uses RL needs to consider the two mentioned
challenges. In order to tackle the first challenge of RL based models, we train our agents
on a myriad of changes through a traffic simulator which is calibrated by real traffic data.
To tackle the curse of dimensionality, we considered a set of distributed agents at each
road segment. Each agent makes decisions independently for a specific road segment using
the features of the current road segment and the dependent segments. This independent
decision making prevents the state space from getting so large.
4.4

Model Framework
In the model framework, we first discuss time and space discretization (4.4.1 and 4.4.2).

Then, we define learning agents (4.4.3), state (4.4.4), action (4.4.5), and reward (4.4.6).
Then we explain the learning algorithm (4.4.7). All of the parameters used in this framework
are listed in section 4.4.9.
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4.4.1

Time discretization

In order to represent the state space, we need to discretize the time. We divide the
time into the intervals of length m minutes and use each interval as a time step. In each
of these time steps, agents make structural changes to their assigned road segment. Each
agent can take just one action at each time step. It is important that m is chosen carefully
as a small m may increase the system noise and make both training and simulation slow,
while a large m will decrease the adaptivity of the system to the changes [79, 82].
4.4.2

Space discretization

In a reinforcement learning approach, states are a representation of the current world
or environment. Defining states for complex environments is not a straightforward task
due to the limitation of fixed-size representation of learning systems [79, 82, 87]. In learning
systems, we are bounded by the set of features and have to fit our problem in the feature
space. Also, in RL, we need to be concerned with the Markov Property, where each state
should provide enough information to accurately predict the expected reward and the next
state given an action, without the need for any additional information [79, 82, 86].
Agents in our model make decisions considering the impact of the decisions on the
current road segment and the dependent road segments as well. Therefore, they need to
have information about the environment around them. For example, an agent may need
to know the time value of all the signals in its proximity with radius r. For one location,
there might be 5 signals but for another location there might be no signals around the
agent. To work around this problem, we discretized the space based on the fixed segment
lengths. Figure 4.4 shows an example of segments. Each road segment might have different
properties. Those properties can be number of signals, number of lanes, speed limit, ramp,
type of road segment, and existence of landmarks. When we define road segments based on
equal lengths, we can compare the properties of road segments. Also, it helps in consistent
tabular representation of state space. Length of the segments (l) is a parameter that can
be tuned. Note that traffic signals can be located anywhere in a road segment and not
necessarily at the endpoints of the road segment.
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Fig. 4.4: Sample of state discretization. Road segments are shown with different colors
(original image cropped from Google Maps TM).
4.4.3

Learning Agents

We define four types of agents, namely, lane agent, signal agent, ramp agent, and speed
agent.
• The lane agent controls the number of the lanes for each side of a road segment
containing multiple lanes. The lane agent decides the optimal number of lanes for
each direction of the road segment. Note that the total number of lanes over both
directions of a road segment is a fixed number.
• The ramp agent uses traffic signals (ramp meter) to control the rate at which vehicles
enter a freeway by modifying the entrance delay to the freeway.
• The signal agent is responsible for controlling a traffic signal at an intersection. It is
known that a phase scheduling decision at one intersection largely impacts the traffic
conditions in its neighbouring intersections. The traffic signals considered in this
work have 8 phases and the signal agent controls timing for each phase by learning
the appropriate phase timing based on traffic patterns. Figure 4.5 shows the 8 phases
on the traffic signal.
• The speed agent is responsible for modifying the speed limits on each direction of a
road segment in order to reduce the congestion.
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Fig. 4.5: The 8 possible phases of a signal at each junction.
4.4.4

State

There are a set of features that we can measure for each direction of a road segment
during the time step t: number of lanes, number of vehicles, posted speed limit, average
speed of vehicles, number of traffic signals in the road segment, time of traffic signals for
each phase, and number of connecting roads (intersections without a traffic light measured
by number of lanes). Using these features, we represent the state for each of our learning
agent types as follows. Figure 4.6 illustrates the features for each type of road segments.
• Lane agent: the road segment features for the last Tl time steps for a) the assigned
segment, b) nbl segments before the assigned segment, and c) nla segments after the
assigned segment.
• Speed agent: the road segment features for the last Tv time steps for each direction of
a) the assigned segment, b) nb segments before the assigned segment, c) na segments
v

v

after the assigned segment.
• Signal agent: a) distance of the signal to the beginning and end of the road segments
in which it is located, in both north-south and east-west directions; b) features for
the road segment where the traffic signal is present for the last Ts time steps in both
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north-south and east-west directions; c) the timing for each signal phase for the last
Ts time steps; d) road segment features for the nb and na road segments before and
s

s

after the road segment in which the signal is located for the last Ts time steps in both
north-south and east-west directions.
• Ramp agent: the road segment features for the last Tr time steps for: a) the road
segment in which the ramp is initiated from (Sri ), b) the road segment in which the
ramp enters to (Sr ); c) nb road segments before Sr , d) na road segments after Sr ,
e

ri

i

ri

i

e) nb road segments before Sr , f) na road segments after Sr , and g) timing of the
re

e

re

e

meter.
4.4.5

Action

In a RL paradigm, the action set is the set of all possible moves the agent can make.
Agents usually choose from a list of possible actions. Here we define the set of possible
actions for each agent.
• Lane agent: The actions for the lane agent consist of increase-by-2, decrease-by-2,
increase-by-1, decrease-by-1, or no-change at each time step. Since the total number of
lanes is fixed for a road segment, increase-by-1 action in one direction means decreaseby-1 in another direction. We can also consider other actions such as increase-by-3
and decrease-by-3, but for our use case (Salt Lake City), those were not applicable.
However, the model is easily adaptable to those actions.
• Signal agent: Since there are eight time values that the signal agent can change (see
Figure 4.5), and for each value the agent can take one of the actions (increase-sseconds, don’t-change, decrease-s-seconds), we will have 38 possible actions. We have
set a maximum tSmax and a minimum value tSmin for each phase of the signal to
prevent extreme changes.
• Ramp agent: The action for ramp agent is similar to signal agent. The goal of the
ramp agent is to modify the rate of cars entering the freeway. Therefore, ramp agent
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 4.6: Main segment and extra segments that have been considered for a) lane, b) signal,
c) ramp and d) speed agents.
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can take any of the following actions: a) increase-r-seconds, b) don’t-change, and c)
decrease-r-seconds. We have set a maximum trmax and a minimum value trmin on the
ramp meter to prevent the problem of infinite wait for the vehicles in a ramp.
• Speed agent: For this type of agent, possible actions are a)increase-m-mph, b) decreasem-mph and c) no-change. Since we have 2 directions, the total number of actions is
32 actions. There is a maximum Vmph

max

and minimum Vmph

defined here to abide

the traffic rules.
4.4.6

Reward

We use the same reward metric for all our 4 agent types as their same goal is to
minimize traffic. There are multiple metrics that we can use as a reward for an action in
traffic systems. Total travel time, the amount of CO2 emission, total vehicle delay time, and
vehicle throughput are examples of these metrics [3, 44, 88]. Out of all the possible metrics,
the ones that directly measure the throughput of traffic are expected to work slightly better
as they provide a more clear reward signal tied to the taken action [16,18,77,79,88]. Traffic
throughput is the number of cars that pass a road segment during the time interval tau.
In this work, we use total vehicle hour (TVH) to measure the throughput in our road
segments as the reward. TVH measures the number of vehicles that pass the road segment
in an hour [88].
• The lane agent considers the TVH for the segment it controls and one additional road
segment before and after the target road segment.
• The signal agent adds the TVH for both segments on north-south and east-west
directions and one additional dependent road segment in north-south and east-west
directions.
• Reward for the ramp agent is calculated by adding the TVH for the segment that it
initiates from to the segment it feeds to and one additional dependent road segment
from each side.
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• Similar to the lane agent, reward for speed agent is the TVH for the road segment
and one additional road segment before and after the target road segment.
In addition to the throughput feedback, we need to discourage agents from making unnecessary lane changes as too frequent changes can cause traffic issues. We introduce a
penalty for lane change as pl which is in terms of TVH for the assigned and dependent road
segments. The impact of penalty of the agents’ decision making is studied in Section 4.5.4.
4.4.7

Learning Algorithm

As mentioned earlier, this work employs reinforcement learning (RL) to interactively
learn how to minimize the traffic. In RL problems, an agent interacts with the environment
by taking an action and receives feedback through a reward mechanism. An RL problem is
generally formalized in the form of a Markov Decision Process (MDP) using the notation
of < S, A, Pa (s, s′ ), Ra (s, s′ ), γ > where S represents the environment and agent states, A
is the set of actions that the agent can take, Pa (s, s′ ) is the transition probability between
state s and s′ under action a, Ra (s, s′ ) is the reward of transitioning from state s to s′ under
action a, and γ is the reward discount factor to denote that rewards for the events in the
immediate future are weighted more than events in the distant future [79, 82, 86, 87].
In this setting, the agent’s goal is to find the policy π = A × S → [0, 1], that will
maximize the discounted cumulative reward (Rt) from each state st:
Rt =

∞
k

γ rt+k

(4.1)

k=0

The expected value of this cumulative reward at state s when taking action a under
policy π is called action value function and is defined as:
Qπ(s, a) = E(Rt|st = s, at = a, π)

(4.2)
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Consequently, we can define the optimal action value Q∗(s, a) as the action value under

the optimal policy π∗:

∗

Q∗(s, a) = max Qπ (s, a)
π∗

(4.3)

The ultimate goal here is to find the optimal policy π∗ for the agents via Q-learning.

In Q-learning, if we can accurately estimate the action value function (Q function), then a
greedy policy can be used to perform the best action. However, if the state space is huge,
then it is difficult to infer the Q-value of new states from already explored states because,
the amount of memory required to save and update that Q-table increases as the number
of states increases. Also, the amount of time required to explore each state to create the
required Q-table is huge. Since in our case we are dealing with a large state space, it is
difficult to directly estimate the Q function; therefore we need to approximate it using a
deep Q-learning method [79, 82, 86, 89]. For most problems, it is impractical to represent
the Q-function as a table containing values for each combination of s and a. Instead, we
train a function approximator, such as a neural network with parameters θ, to estimate
the Q-values, i.e. Q(s, a; θ) ≈ Q∗(s, a). The state is given as input and next action is
determined by the maximum output of the Q-network based on the objective value in 4.4
where the tuple (s, a, r, s’) representing (state, action, reward, new state) in a training
example [79, 82, 86, 89, 90]. Architecture of the DQN is explained in 4.4.8.
('
min
θ

1r + γ

max Q(s′ , a′ ; θ)
a′

− Q(s, a; θ)1 + λ ∥θ∥

)
(4.4)

To overcome the challenge of convergence due to the noisy reward system in a multiagent system where each agent is independently changing the environment [79, 82, 89], we
propose a 2-step learning process, pre-train and main train. In pre-train, for each episode, a
single agent is the only modifier of the traffic system so it directly learns the initial policy π0,
hence the noise is minimal. In main train, the episodes have multiple agents changing the
environment at the same time, each based on the initial policy learned in the previous step
while still updating their policy based on the interaction with the dynamic environment.
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For example, in the case of the lane agent, in the pre-train step, the single lane agent learns
to change the number of lanes on a road segment on a series of episodes while no other
agent is making any change on the city structure. Then, in the main train step, there are
all the other agents (lane, signal, speed, and ramp agents) that are also making changes
to the environment at the same time. In main train, the agents learn what is the best
structural modification knowing that other agents are making changes to the city structure
at the same time.
Pre-train step is critical to help agents not get lost by the noise in the reward system
and be able to converge to a stable policy. We used an ϵ-greedy approach with a rather high
exploration rate (ϵ1), and an (ϵ2)-decreasing approach for the main train step to balance
the exploration and exploitation when choosing actions. Exploration allows an agent to
improve its knowledge about the domain in order to maximize the reward in long term
and take more informed decisions while exploitation chooses the greedy action to get the
most reward by exploiting the agent’s current action value estimates. If an agent always
takes greedy actions, it may not actually get the most reward and end up with a suboptimal solution. The ϵ-greedy approach is a simple method to balance exploration and
exploitation by choosing between exploration and exploitation randomly by having ϵ refers
to the probability of choosing to explore and exploits the rest of the time. The ϵ-decreasing
strategy is an extension of the ϵ-greedy strategy. Instead of selecting a fixed value of ϵ like
in ϵ-greedy, the ϵ-decreasing strategy chooses an initial ϵ value that gradually decreases over
time typically with an exponential decay rate. Using (ϵ)-decreasing approach ensures that
exploration occurs in the early stages, but as time progresses fewer iterations are spent on
exploration.
4.4.8

DQN Architecture

Deep Q-Learning replaces the regular Q-table with a neural network (NN). Rather than
mapping a state-action pair to a q-value, a neural network maps input states to (action,
Q-value) pairs. Figure 4.7 shows the illustration of the DQN. Here are the main components
of the DQN we used:
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• Experience Replay: Deep Q-Learning uses experience replay to learn in small batches
in order to avoid skewing the data set distribution of different states, actions, rewards,
and next states. [82]. Importantly, the agent doesn’t need to train after each step. In
our implementation, we use Experience Replay to train on small batches once every
b steps rather than every single step. We found this approach really helps speed up
our Deep Q-Learning implementation.
• Target Network: To make training more stable, there is an approach, called target
network, by which we keep a copy of our main neural network and use it in the Bellman
equation. These networks have the same architecture but different weights. Every nt
steps, the weights from the main network are copied to the target network. Using two
networks leads to more stability in the learning process and helps the algorithm to
learn more effectively.
• Huber loss function: Using the Huber loss function rather than the Mean Squared
Error loss function also helps the agent to learn more efficiently. Huber loss function
is the combination of Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
means it is quadratic (MSE) when the error is small else MAE. The Huber loss function
weighs outliers less than the Mean Squared Error loss function [91, 92].
• Architecture: We use a multilayered NN to estimate the Q-function. The neurons of
the input layer are equal to the number of features we consider to represent a state
and the output layer size is equal to the number of actions we have. The input layer
is followed by three hidden fully-connected layers. The nonlinear approximation is
exploited by Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) for activation in our NN setup. The NN
takes data mini-batches of size mb. We use Adam optimization with learning rate
γ. Adam optimization maintains a per-parameter learning rate that improves performance on problems with sparse gradients as opposed to stochastic gradient descent
which maintains a single learning rate for all weight updates and the learning rate
does not change during training. Adam optimization also maintains per-parameter
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Fig. 4.7: Architecture of Deep Q-Network (DQN) using experience replay and target network
learning rates that are adapted based on the average of recent magnitudes of the
gradients for the weight [93].

4.4.9

Parameters

Table 4.1 shows the parameters and the values that have been used in this work. The
values are obtained through hyper-parameter tuning. Hyper-parameter tuning objectively
searches different values for model hyper-parameters and chooses a subset that results in
a model which achieves the best performance. The result of a hyper-parameter optimization is a single set of well-performing hyper-parameters that can be used to configure the
model. In this work, we use random search for hyper-parameter tuning [82, 84, 86, 94].
Random search does not check all different hyper-parameter combinations when finding an
optimal combination. Instead, it checks a randomly selected fixed number of combinations
in multiple iterations. Random search has a very high probability of finding the optimal
hyper-parameter combination within the randomly selected combinations. This method is
useful to find the optimal hyper-parameter combination quickly and efficiently when the
search space is higher dimensional and contains many combinations of values.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the parameters used in this work.
Parameters
m
s

ϵ1
ϵ2
m
Vmphmax
Vmphmin
mb

Definition
Duration of time steps
Number of seconds that the signal agent can change at
any time step
Max duration of signal for a phase
Min duration of signal for a phase
Number of seconds that the ramp agent can change at
any time step
Discount factor
Learning rate
Number of steps the main network select the batches
Number of steps in which we copy the weights from
main network to the target network
Maximum value of ramp meter
Minimum value of ramp meter
Length of each road segment. For setting this we followed the convention in [81]
Number of road segments before and after of a lane
agent that considered the feature set
Number of road segments before and after of the segment in which the ramp initiates
Number of road segments before and after of the segment in which the ramp ends into
road segments before and after the road segment in
which the signal is located
Number of road segments before and after of the segment in which the speed limit is changing for
Number of the time steps we keep track of the road
segment features for the ramp agent, signal agent, and
lane agent
Exploration rate for pre-train
Exploration rate for main-train
Number of miles the agent can change in each time step
Maximum of speed limit on the road segments
Minimum of speed limit on the road segments
Size of mini-batches

pl

Penalty for lane changes

tSmax
tSmin
r
γ
δ
b
nt
trmax
trmin
l
nb , na
l

l

nb , na
ri

ri

nb , na
re

re

nb , na
s

s

nb ,na
v

v

Tr, Ts, Tl,Tv

Value
6 min
15
3 min
0 sec
10
0.98
0.001
4
8
30
0
0.5 mile
3
3
3
4
5
5
0.25
0.5-0.0
5
+20%
-20%
64 data
points
4%
of
the road
TVH
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4.4.10

Training

We needed a traffic simulator to generate data for training our agents and also to
measure the impact of the proposed method on the traffic. We used SMARTS (Scalable
Microscopic Adaptive Road Traffic Simulator) [95] traffic simulator. For training, we created
10 synthetic city areas and made random perturbations to each to make 5000 different areas.
Perturbations consists of changing the timing of the ramp, changing the lanes of a segment,
changing the speed limit and changes made to the signal timings. For each area we generated
15 different traffic profiles where 3 are low traffic, 4 are normal traffic, and the rest are high
traffic profiles. High, medium and low traffic are defined based on the capacity of the roads.
In that sense, we considered low traffic as the road capacity of 40 percent or less; medium
is the traffic between 40 to 80 percent and high traffic is the traffic above the 80 percent
of the road capacity. These traffic profiles are calibrated based on real logged data from
Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) [36] on the selected area of Salt Lake City for
the preceding 12 months. The traffic profiles are used to create different possibilities and
provide the opportunity for the agents to see various city/traffic configuration in training
phase.
After the scenario generation step, we have 5000 * 15 scenarios. For pre-train, we
assigned one agent to a random road segment in each of these scenarios. Then each of these
scenarios is passed to the simulator and simulator runs for 5000 * 15 scenarios where each
run of the simulation is 15 step and the duration of each step takes m minute. In each time
step the agent can take an action that changes the configuration of the area. When each
scenario finished, we use the data of the last 10 steps to make sure that our historical road
segment features have stable values as at the first steps, we might not have stable values.
In the main train, we randomly sub-sampled the number of city area configurations
to 500, and we consider the 15 traffic profiles. For each scenario, We assign all types of
agents to all road segments and let them make modifications at the same time. Similar
to the pre-train step, the simulator runs 500 * 15 times where each run is 15 steps and
each step takes m minutes where we only use the data of the last 10 step of each scenario.
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Random sub-sampling of city area configurations is done because of the high computation
time needed for running each configuration with multiple assigned agents in the main-train
step.
Experiments and Results

4.5

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we designed multiple experiments that we are going to discuss here. For these experiments, we used the map of Salt
Lake City area using Open Street Map [34] and imported that to SMARTS traffic simulator [95]. Experiments are designed to study a) single versus multi-agent impact on traffic
4.5.1, b) agents’ decisions in different traffic situations 4.5.2, c) patterns of traffic signals
4.5.3, d) effect of lane change penalty 4.5.4 and e) impact of two stage learning 4.3. Each
of the experiments is repeated 20 times simulating 20 random days of a year to make sure
the results that we are getting is reproducible. Our training step was based on synthetic
data (snapshot of the city with random perturbations) in order to provide variation of opportunities for agents to learn. Hence, testing on Salt Lake City is an unseen case for the
agents. The outcome of each experiment is compared against the baseline, defined as the
evaluation metric for the city without any assigned agent (normal traffic flow) in terms of
Total Traveling Time (TTT) of the all generated traffic. The metric TTT is defined on the
whole city and it is used as a measure of overall congestion improvement in the city while
TVH measures the throughput of the road segment and it is used as a reward mechanism
for the agents that are assigned to each road segment to pick the best action.
4.5.1

Single vs Multi-agent Impact

This experiment studies the impact of multi-agent versus single agent in improving
TTT in rush and non-rush hour time.
Single agent type
This experiment aims to understand the effect of having a single agent type without
the confounding effect of the other types. To do this, for each of the simulations, we just
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keep one of the agent types enabled. The results show that the ramp agent alone does not
have any significant effect in non-rush hour, the lane agent improves TTT by 2.2% in nonrush hour, speed agent improves TTT by 8.8% and the signal agent has 4.7% improvement
over TTT when compared to the baseline. As one can expect, the true power of the agents
become visible during the rush hours where lane agents alone can make 23.0% improvement
of the TTT metric. During this time, signal agents have 14.4% better TTT while ramp
agents didn’t show any statistically significant improvement. Speed agent is able to improve
the TTT by 4.4% (the effect of speed agent is higher in non-rush hour). These numbers
are important because they allow city planners to do a proper cost-benefit analysis when
choosing what smart city feature to include in their design. Figure 4.8 summarizes these
results.

Fig. 4.8: The graphs compares the improvement we got over the baseline traffic with different
groups of agents modifying the city during rush hour and non-rush hour time.
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Multi-agent with multiple agent types
This is the full-scale experiment in which all the agents are enabled and are changing
the environment dynamically. The results show that we got about 13.2% improvement of
TTT during non-rush hours implying that the current city designs seem to be good enough
for handling the regular traffic. However, during the rush hours, our agents could collaboratively improve the traffic by 36.2%. The interesting point here is that the aggregated
effect of all the agents is smaller than the summation of individual agent type’s effects in
the previous experiment (see Figure 4.8). This can be explained by the fact that the effect
of the agents is not independent: changes one agent makes on the traffic pattern can overlap
with another agent’s effect so the aggregated effect will be smaller than the summation of
the two.
In the first experiment, the ramp agent did not show any significant improvement over
the traffic flow when it was the only modifier of the system. However, this agent type
could potentially help the traffic flow when working with the other agent types. To better
understand this, we run the same simulation as above but with ramp agents disabled.
As Figure 4.8 shows, disabling the ramp agents reduced the improvement of the traffic
compared to when all the agent types are enabled for about 1.5% percentage points in rush
hour. This well demonstrates how the ramp agents can help in managing the traffic flow
when interacting with the other agent types. However, the ramp impact is not that large
as we have the total of 41 ramps in the city area. The number of signals are 1178 and we
have 13967 road segments.
4.5.2

Agent’s Decisions

In our work, improvement of TTT is the main focus. However, we are also interested
in understanding the decisions that agents made in different traffic situations. For this,
we look at the distribution of actions per agent type in three different traffic profiles (low,
medium and high). The percentage values in Figure 4.9 are defined for each traffic profile
and each decision type. The percentages are obtained by dividing the number of the road
segments (or directions in case of speed agent) experienced that type of the decision (like
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Fig. 4.9: Summary of modifications that our agents made during the three traffic profiles:
a) low traffic, b) medium traffic and c) high traffic
lane change or speed change) by all of the road segments/directions in the same traffic
profile. For example, the value of ”Road segment directions with increased speed limit” in
low traffic is 73% which means 73% of the road segment directions with low traffic went
through increase speed limit. Here are multiple interesting observations from Figure 4.9.
• In low traffic we didn’t have signals with maxed out phase and a very low number
of signals maxed out in medium traffic. Even in high traffic, only 19% experienced
maxed out. This tells that even in high traffic, increasing the time of a phase to maxed
out (180 seconds) is not the best solution. Section 4.5.3 provides a detailed analysis
of signal timing patterns.
• In low traffic, there is a high number of road directions with increased speed limit.
The percentage is smaller in medium traffic and it is much smaller in high traffic.
As expected, the results show that the increase in speed limit is an intuitive way
of moving the traffic faster. One takeaway from this observation is, time-dependent
variable speed limit can be a good leverage in managing traffic more effectively.
• We see that there are a low percentage of road directions with decreased speed limit
in all traffic profiles. The percentage is higher in medium traffic in order to handle
more traffic volume at a slower speed while in high traffic the flow is already slowed
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down. These results confirm that speed limit reduction might not be the best leverage
for improving the traffic flow.
• The results of lane changes show that in high traffic, we had 71% of lane changes which
shows this is a very useful action in managing traffic as it increases the capacity of
roads which independently improved the overall TTT by 23% in rush hour based on
Figure 4.8.
• Non-smooth lane changes defined as road segments that their previous and next segments have the same number of the lanes which is different from their own number
of lanes. The high value for the changed lanes combined with the small value of the
non-smooth lane changes show the smooth adaptiveness of lane agents to different
traffic situations.
• In Figure 4.8, we saw that ramp agent didn’t have a significant impact independently
and in the multi-agent phase it was able to improve the traffic by 1.5 percentage point
in rush hour. Figure 4.9 shows that we had meter timing increase in 24% of the ramps
in high traffic while this percentage is very low in medium and low traffic.
The two major changes that we see in Figure 4.9 are increasing the speed limit in low
traffic by 73% and changing number of lanes in high traffic by 71%. Figure 4.10 shows the
distribution of the magnitude of the changes in each case. As it can be seen, the majority
of speed limit increases is 5 mph and the majority of lane changes are changing by 1 lane.
4.5.3

Patterns of traffic signals

In order to have a better understanding of changes of signals, we look at the pattern
of signal phase timings in rush and non-rush hour. Figure 4.11 shows possible states of a
signal in a north-south direction. The duration of each signal phase can vary from 0 seconds
to 180 seconds which is the maxed out state [44]. In this experiment, we look at the phase
timing pattern to see how signal agent modifies the base phase timing in rush and non-rush
hour.
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Fig. 4.10: Distribution of speed limit changes in low traffic and lane changes in high traffic

Fig. 4.11: Possible signal phases for a north-south direction.
Figure 4.12 shows the pattern of phase timing in baseline, rush hour and non rush hour for
all of the signals used in the simulation. Followings are the findings from the patterns:
• Comparison of the patterns in non-rush and rush hour shows how dynamically our
signal agents responds to the traffic situation and modifies the phase timings to adjust
to the traffic situation.
• In non-rush hour, number of zeros are expanded in comparison to baseline which due
to the elimination of lots of state (b) and (c) because of the low congestion.
• Phase timing in non-rush hour is distributed to the range of 10 to 80 seconds. In this
distribution, the timings between 10 to 40 are majorly state (a),(b) and (c) with few
state (d) and the timings after 40 are majorly state (d).
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• In rush hour, we have a long tail along with an increased number of maxed outs which
indicates that our algorithm modifies signal timings to optimize the traffic. Hence,
some phases need to be longer and some need to get maxed out to manage the traffic.
• In rush hour, phase timings greater than 80 second is all state (d) which shows that
the signal agent increased the timing of state (d) to manage the congestion.

Fig. 4.12: Signal Pattern for base, none rush hour and rush hour.

4.5.4

Effect of lane change penalty

One of our concerns during the design phase of this project was the possibility of
unnecessary actions by the lane agents; for example, the periodic actions of the lane agent,
i.e. to increase number of the lanes at time t, and decrease it at t + 1, and then increase it
again at t + 2. For changing the number of lanes in SMART simulator [95], the target lanes
are blocked from one side and get allocated to the other side of the road segment. In this
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process the simulator allocates the traffic of the target lane(s) to the other active lanes of the
same direction. The simulator also re-routs part of the traffic which their travel time will be
impacted significantly from the precedent road segments. To prevent the unnecessary lane
changes, we introduced a penalty for the changes by lane agents (pl) in the reward function.
Non-smooth lane changes is one of the indicators of unnecessary lane changes which causes
inconsistency of lanes in consequent road segments. Table 4.2 summarizes the impact of
lane change penalty on the percentage of non-smooth lane changes.
Table 4.2: Summary of the impact lane change penalty in non-smooth lane changes.

Non-smooth lane change - No Penalty
Non-smooth lane change - Penalty

4.5.5

Non-rush hour
14.4%
0.5%

Rush hour
3.6%
0.9%

Importance of two-stage learning

As mentioned previously, we have proposed a two-stage training process to prevent the
problem of non-convergence often seen in the RL systems with many different actors. Our
system is an extreme case of uncertainty in the reward outcome as the observed reward
might be due to the direct and indirect actions of many agents. Table 4.3 summarized the
comparison of two stage learning (pre-train and main train) with only main train without pretrain. Convergence is defined as the number of simulations that all agents converged to a
stable policy. Improvement of TTT is defined based on the improvement the converged
simulations made in comparison to baseline. Baseline is defined as the city without any
assigned agent. The model with converged solutions in main train only significantly underperformed the model trained with pre-train and main train (11.3% improvement over the
baseline compared to 36.2% in 2-stage).
4.6

Conclusion and Future works
In this research, we proposed a dynamic traffic management framework in a smart
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Table 4.3: Comparison of two stage learning pre-train and main train with only main train
without pre-train step
Learning type
Main train only
Pre-train and Main train

Convergence
3%
100%

Improvement of TTT
11.3%
36.2%

city paradigm. In the proposed model, we utilize the structural modifications of the city
network such as changing the number of lanes, ramp metering, changing the speed limit of
road segments, and modifying signal timing to alleviate the traffic congestion in the overall
city network. The proposed framework uses a multi-agent reinforcement learning with
the goal of finding the best structural changes based on multiple dynamic factors through
maximizing the cumulative reward over the set of possible actions in state space. Once the
RL agents are trained on all possible features, they can easily adopt to the dynamic changes
of the traffic. Our results shows that the proposed framework improves the total travel time
(TTT) by 36.2% during rush hours in Salt Lake City area. There are few directions that we
can improve upon the current work. First, in this work, we did not deal with the problem
of agents’ connectivity. We assume that agents can easily get the information from any
dependent road segment. This is a separate line of work that can be further expanded
with the consideration of all the uncertainties and sensitivity of agents to the lost or invalid
inputs. Also, we assumed that the road segments have equal lengths. One can potentially
consider variable length road segments based on specific features and study the impact of
different lengths for road segments.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
Traffic congestion occurs when the volume of traffic is greater than the available street
capacity. In an era of accelerated urbanization around the world, the ability to travel freely
is more critical than ever before. The cost of traffic congestion is large, and solutions to
reduce the congestion save time, money, and environmental pollution. The traditional traffic
management system was designed when the number of vehicles were lower, and they were
able to efficiently manage the traffic. Now, due to the massive increase in transportation
needs in many cities, there is a need for smarter traffic management solution. The main
goals of intelligent traffic management systems are to improve the traffic flow and reduce
the traffic load in highly congested areas. In this research, we look at the applications of
multi agent systems in intelligent traffic management. Since multi-agent systems are built
on the concept of cooperation between intelligent agents, it is a powerful paradigm to test
and analyze the real world domain scenarios. Our intelligent traffic management framework
has two main parts: a) scalable stochastic path planning and b) intelligent city-wide traffic
optimization.
Stochastic path planning focuses on path finding in the real-world domain in which edge
weights are not fixed but are stochastically affected by the time of the day/week. Stochastic
edge costs are considered as independent Gaussian random variables, whose distributions
are extracted from data monitored by the Utah Department of Transportation. Inspired by
time-dependent traffic situation, we parameterize these distributions by time, which allows
us to speak of time-dependent path costs and study the problems of reaching a goal by
a deadline and delaying departure to minimize traversal-to-goal time. The best path is
the path with lowest cost. The cost is based on travel time which depends on the level
of congestion in the network and congestion highly related to the time of the day/week.
Three different cost functions (linear, exponential, and step cost function) are investigated.
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Users can pursue two main goals: 1) picking the least risky path and 2) picking the shortest
travel time while still meeting the deadline. In the path planning domain, we first focus on
finding a path that satisfies the domain constraints and agents ’goals. Results show that in
rush hour time when the congestion is high, using a smart/realistic method of path finding
is crucial while in non-peak hours paths are almost the same. In addition, the findings
show that a suitable path finding approach must consider different aspects such as path’s
mean, path’s variance and the deadline to provide optimal options. Removing any of these
factors may result in having a path which either violates the deadline or has a very high
travel time variance. Also, the comparison of the two agents’ goals with shortest length
path proves that the shortest-length path is not always the best path due to the fact that it
is highly congested in rush hour times as it is traditionally the first choice of most drivers.
Highest probability paths have less variance because it takes the most secure path, while
the smallest travel time paths have the lowest mean and might have a high variance.
Then, we built on top of the stochastic path planning and propose a scalable algorithm
that is practical in large scale path planning applications for the use cases where agents have
goals, and the planner aims to satisfies agents’ goals rather than just providing a path which
can move agents from a source node to a destination node. The city is modelled as a large
scale graph. Agents have two types of goals: 1) seekingr the path with highest probability of
reaching destination before deadline, and 2) seeking the shortest travel duration while they
are flexible on the time they can leave. Associated with each path is a defined cost. The goal
of the path planner is to find a path that satisfies the agents’ goals. For expediting the path
planning process, the city is partitioned and each partition is represented with an exemplar.
The exemplar of each partition is decided based on random walk centrality. For partitioning
the city graph, we used community detection and clustering approaches. When a path
planning request comes, source and destination nodes are connected to their corresponding
exemplars with respect to the path direction and the path between exemplars is retrieved.
The paths between exemplars are stored in distance oracles based on the preceding year data
at the time of update and the oracles are updated every week to reflect the recent changes on
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the network. Results show that among all of the graph clustering approaches, communitybased approaches produce closer results to exact path planning approach. Approximation
provides paths with mean and variance which are not exact but close to that exact paths,
while the solution is space and time efficient. The proposed framework handles queries in
real time while the approximate paths are 3 to 5 percent longer than exact paths
Our intelligent city wide traffic optimization framework is a dynamic model based on
a smart city paradigm. In the proposed model, we utilize the structural modifications of
the city network such as changing the number of lanes, ramp metering, changing the speed
limit of road segments, and modifying signal timing to alleviate the traffic congestion in the
overall city network. These structural changes not only impact the flow in both directions
of the road segment but also the flow at surrounding road segments. Therefore, we need
to consider the impact of structural changes not only on each road segment, but also on
dependent road segments and the whole network. The proposed framework uses a multiagent reinforcement learning with the goal of finding the best structural changes based on
multiple dynamic factors through maximizing the cumulative reward over the set of possible
actions in state space. Once the RL agents are trained on all possible features, they can
easily adopt to the dynamic changes of the traffic. The learning process has two steps: a)
single agent is the only modifier and learns the initial policy, b) agents update their policy
by interacting by other agents. First step is critical to reduce the noise in the reward system
and be able to converge to a stable policy. Then, in the second step, the agents update
their policy to take into account the indirect interaction with the other agents. The main
advantage of reinforcement learning methods is, with proper training, they can easily adapt
to the changes of the domain without the need of the re-computation. Our results shows
that the proposed framework improves the total travel time (TTT) by 36.2% during rush
hours in Salt Lake City area. Also, the biggest changes were either in modifying speed limit
or changing number of lanes. In addition, we showed that using two-stage learning we had
100 percent coverage with 36.2 TTT improvement in oppose to 3 percent coverage in one
stage learning.
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